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Senkes are rapidly growing into a major contributor to the North Amencan as 
well as the world economy, providing an ever UicreasÏng proportion to their GDPs 
(Lovelock 1992). It is no exaggeration, then to Say, that retaining customers for a s e ~ c e  
provider will be the key to long tenn economic successCCeSS A s  such, it is important to 
understand why customers switch d c e  providers. Such diagnosis can act as a guide to 
actions that mut be taken by the &ce provider to retain its present customers and 
hence avoid the negative outcornes that may result as a coIlSequence of switching. 

This research build on Keaveney's (1995) work and used related studies tiom the 
disciplines of economics, psychology, and marketing to develop a model of seNice 
switchg. The proposed model (SSM) was empiridy examined with data collected fiom 
customers of mortgage seMces ofvarious Canadian financial institutions. Data on factors 
deemed responsible for switching behavior, dong with switching intentions were collecteci 
from mortgage customers. Subsequently, &reports of their actual behavior were also 
coIlected via telephone. As means of comparison, two variants to the SSM were also 
proposed and empuidy examineci. 

The results of the empirical test suggested that one's attitude towards switchg 
behavior, one's perceived control over switching or perceiveci switching costs and one's 
perceptions of satisfkction with the service provider were strongiy associated with one's 
intentions to switch financial institutions for mortgages. In addition, one's subjective 
nom, one's perceived relevance of service quality and perceptions of semice quality 
offered by theu financial institution were strong predictors of one's attitude towards 
switching. Last1y7 but importantly, switchhg intentions were the ody signifiant predictor 
of customers actual switching behavior. Interestingly, the two variants proposed did not 
add sigdïcantly to our understanding of customer switcbing behavior over and above that 
offered by the SSM. 

Theoretical implications, directions for friture research and manageriai implications 
of this study are then discussed. 
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Cha~ter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Services are rapidly growing into a major contnbutor to the North Amencan as 

weU as the wodd economy- in industriaiized economies, the s e ~ c e  sector is quickly 

outpacing the goods-producing sector not ody in the amount of dollars spent on buying, 

but aiso in employment growth, thus contniuting an ever increasing proportion to th& 

GDPs (Lovelock 1992). it is no exaggeration, then to say, that retaining customers for a 

s e ~ c e  provider will be the key to long tem economic success. 

Because of the significant financial impact that customer switching can have on a 

service firm, it is important to understand why customers switch senice providers. Indeed, 

these objectives are what my research questions aim at achieving. What factors innuence 

the decision to switch service providers and how they influence the decision making 

process of the consumers to switch s e ~ c e  providers is the focus of this research. 

Pnor work with a primary focus on s e ~ c e  switching is extremeiy ümited. ln facS 

there is only one pubtished article (Keaveney 1995) that expliatly explores the issue of 

service switchiiig as its main focus. Research in that article is exploratory in nature which 

aims primariîy at providing fotmdiationforjtlvre systematic investigafron in the area of 

customer switching in service industries. Cieadyy a nrong theoreticai groundhg to sîudy 

the phenornenon is requked ifthe objective of systematic investigation is to be 

accomptished. My research builds on Keaveney's work and uses related studies from the 

discipluies of economics, psychology, and marketing to deveiop a mode1 of s e ~ c e  



switching. This is essential because research on producthrand switching cannot be directly 

applied to a seMce context due to weU-estabiished merences between the two (ibid. 

1995). Characteristics that are unique to seMces include: (a) that which is delivered is a 

performancet (b) the customer is involved in production, (c) other aistomers are often 

similady involved in production, (d) quality control can ody be performed during delivery, 

(e) service cannot be inventorieci, (f) deiivery is "realtime" and (g) distribution channels 

are nonexistent or compressed (Oliver 1993b). 

The model proposeci indicates how the various elements referred to below relate 

to each other and dtimately to the consumer's decision to switch seNice providers. This 

research focuses on understanding the process of customer switching in s e ~ c e  industries 

with respect to the following elements inwrporated into a model : 

(1) Satisfaction: 1 explore the inauence o f  customer satisfaction with the service 
provider on hermis propemity to switch. 

(2) Service Quality: 1 explore the influence of service quality perceived by the customer 
on his/her propensity to switcb 

(3) Theory of Planned Behavior: 1 explore the theory of planned behavior as a critical 
deteminant of switchhg behavior. Mon specificaüy, how factors such as the 
customer's attitude towards switching, customer subjective n o m ,  perceived 
behaviorai controis, which manifi themselves in tams of paoeived switching costs, 
and switching intentions idluence senrice switcbing. in addition, 1 examine the 
moderathg efféct of perceived devance of an attitude in the relationship between 
aistome7 attitude towards Nntchiag savice providers and d c e  quaiity. 

Four main contributions to the fiterature can be asaibed to this dissertation. This 

research is the first to develop a model for aistomer switching in s e ~ c e  indusuies. h 



addition to developing this modei, the research afFods an oppominity to explore the 

relationships between general attitudes (setvice quality) and specific behaviors (switching 

seNice providers), a criticai but vastly unexploreci area ofresearch. This is possible and 

appropriate because wncephialization of service quality as an attitude is gaining 

signincant acceptance in the Iight of an increasing criticism of it's traditional perception- 

expectation gap formulation (cf. Cronin and Taylor 1994). The amtude conceptualization 

of semice quality also afFords an opportunity to bring an attitude - behavior tiamework to 

the domain of Services literature, amther uninvestigateâ area. Lastly, given the problerns 

in using behavioral intention measures as proxy for a d  behavior and the neeâ for 

understanding the relatiooship between behaviorai intentions and actual behavior, this 

dissertation contributes incorporahg both behavioral intentions and actual behavior in 

one model and explicitly examin& the relationship between the two. 

Further, this research offers potentid for signifiant managerial implications. Such 

diagnosis can act as a guide to actions that must be taken by the senice provider to reduce 

switching on the part of it's present astomers and hence the negative outcornes that may 

result as a consequence of switchhg. 

In this dissertation, a model of customer switchïng in the services industry (SSM) 

is devetoped incorpotating the ekments suggested eariier- It proposes that Sennce 

switching behavior is iduenceâ by customer perceptions of various attitudinal, 

normative, affective and control factors. Also included in this dissertation are details of the 



research design and methodology used in an empirical examination of the seNice 

switching model. The empirical test focuses on customer switching in the conte* of 

mortgage senices offered by various Canadian financial institutions. Data on factors 

deemed responsible for switching behavior, dong with switching intentions were d e c t e d  

from mortgage customers. Subsequently, seif reports of their actual behavior were dso 

coUected via tekphone. 

The following chapter addresses some definitional issues, presents the rationale for 

this study and r e v i w  past research on switching beûavior in the wntext of both seMces 

and products. Based on this review, chapter 2 proposes a general fonn ofthe service 

switching model. Chapter 2 ends by providing a layout and composition of the subsequent 

chapters in this dissertation. 



Chanter 2 

SERVICE SWCEING BEHAVIOR 

2.1 Service Defined 

What is a 'cse~ce'"?otler (1991, p. 455) defines a service as foiiows 

A service is any act or performance tbat one patty can offer to another 
thaî is es~entially intangtie &&es mt redt in the ownership of 
anythuig Its -on may or may nat be tied to a physical product- 

S e ~ c e s  include such activities as banking, medical are,  consulting, transportation, etc.. 

Kotler ( 199 1) further suggests that aii market offerings f3iU in the continuum of a) pure 

as cms and conputers, c) mpjor services wirh accornpanyrng minor ggoodr und services 

such as ~ ~ r t a t i o n  and banking, and d) pure servces Nch as consuiting. Emphasis in 

this thesis is on market o f f e~gs  where the primary componeat of an offering is a service. 

2.2 Semices venus Goods 

Key diifferences between seMces and goods have been himghted in the services 

marketing literahire over the past decade (e.p, Berry 1980; Lovelock 198 1; Kotler 199 1). 

Four major characteristics have been used to Herentiate seMces Corn goods. 1) 

Imtaqgibiiity - refers to the fact that services carmot be seen, tasted, félt etc. before they 

are bought; 2) Impcaubility - ref'ers to the f a  that savices are produced and consumed 

at the same time; 3) VanabiIity - reférs to the fàct that services are variable, since they 

depend on who provides them and when and wfiere they are provided, and 4) 

PerishiIbiIity - refers to the fàct the seMces ~ ~ n n o t  be storeci. In addition, g d s  

marketing has tended to focus on the g d s  end of the specaum than the consumer 



(Bateson 1989). Research in goods marketing has emphasized the four P's as agents 

responsible for varied behaviorai responses on part of the consumers rather than consumer 

factors such as th& perceivecl anmides, perceptions of quaiity and satisfàction, etc.. The 

eEects of these distinctions are twofold. Not only do these characteristics greatly effect 

the design of marketing prograrns for seNices7 they have implications for research efforts 

directed at consumer behavior in the services industry. Service switching behavior which 

translates hto significant financial consequences for setvice h s ,  but has remained 

unexplored in the &ces literature, is the focus of this research. 

Though no one explicit dennition for switching in services or branddproducts 

exists in the marketing literature, it has been described as: the Ioss of a contiming service 

nrsiomer (JCeaveney 1995), mstomer defecn'om (Reichheld and Sasser 1990)' interbrmod 

~tlb~tufabiIity (Bucklin and Srinivasan 199 1 ), & r d  changing (Hoiland 1984), movement 

of buyersfrom one p r d c t  to anofher (Carpenter and Lehmann 1985)' curtuihg 

patromge (Yi 1990)' changes in brmd choice (Morgan and Dev 1994), 'non' r e m  

p~rchcrse kiaavior (Kasper l988), 'incorwisîency ' of b r d  choice from purchaw to 

purchase (Sambandarn and Lord 1995). Cleariy7 the central notion is a movement away 

fiom the current brand/product/Service when a subsequent ned arises. 

ïhe Oxford English Dictionary, second edition, dethes switching as c h g i n ,  or 

~ ~ e m n g ~ o m t  one position to mother; exchanging It implies the act of replachg 

something that one currently has with another that is available. Hence, for this research 



s e ~ c e  switching will be de6ned as the act of rwlacing or exchmg& the current s e ~ c e  

provider with another that is available to the consumer in the market. 

2.4 Ritionde tor the Study 

Services organizations contribute a sufficiently large portion of the world economy 

and even a Iarger portion ofthe North Amerîcan economy. It is estimateci that more than 

70 percent of the aii jobs in Canada and US are accounted for by the service sector. In 

addition the percentage of GNP being provideci by the service sector is well over 70 

percent (Rust, Zahorik and Keiningham L 996). This has resulted in a fiindamental shif? in 

understandimg the role of marketing. The emphasis has shifted from a p r i d y  offensive 

(new customer) orientation to an extended defensive (customer retentionl reduction in 

customer switching) perspective, ssentiaiiy as a resuit of a displacement fiorn the producf 

wodd to the service world (ibid. 1996). As discussed earlier, the service world diers 

from the prducf worid not only in terms of l~angibiiiiy~ lllsepcaabiiity. VanabiIity, and 

Pen'shiibiiip, but aiso in the fact that a greater focus is warrantecl on consumer factors 

such as consumers attitudes, perceptions of d c e  quaiity and satisfktion, etc., rather 

than on product characteristics. Conseguently, as a means of  ~cploring consumer behavior 

in the services industry, research distinct fkom the products fiterature is required. 

Keaveney (1995) ackwwledges the differences and niggests that reasons for switching 

services may not conforrn to reasons for switching goodq thereby requiring research with 

a primary focus in the area of savices marketing. Since d e f i i v e  marketing is the key to 

success in the service wuri4 understanding switching behavior of consumers in the 



services industry becomes a valuable endeavor. The need for aich an investigation 

becomes acute, given the paucity of research on the topic. 

Markethg literature remains devoid of any systematic research on the topic, 

pnmarily because service switching when investigated, has been iimited to tests of 

nomologicai, measwement, or predictive validity of service quality-satisfaction models 

(Keaveney 1995). In addition, service quality and satisfàction have been s h o w  to be 

related to some measure ofa behavioral intention to repurchase as opposed to actuai 

switching behavior (LaBarbera and Mazursky 1983; Kasper 1988; Bitner 1990; Bouiding 

et al. 1993 ; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Zeithami, Berry, and Parasuraman 1996). However, 

because an intention is only a tentative measure of behaviorai loyalty (Oiiva, Oliver and 

NacMillan 1992), direct application of the results is problematic ( Anderson and Fomeii 

1994; Keaveney 1995). in fact, Keaveney (1 995, p. 72) explicitly identifies three problems 

with using only bdiavioral intention meames 

1, Behavioral intentions are an imperfect p x y  for bebavior 

2. In some stuclies, "intentions to switchn is one item in a composite 
"behavioral intentions" Mnable, thereby c o n t m g  tbe conîri ion 
of quality or süWWon uniqwly to service switching (cf, Bitner 
19W, Boulding et ai. 1993) 

3. Most sndies empbasize intentions to mgas in behavior benerfrcial 
to an oqankdon ratbcr that intentions to engage in bebaviors 
honnfirl to an O ~ O ~ L  Variabia and relationShipi that predict 
positiveouu#,mesmaybeasyinmetn*caiwiththbseîbaipedict 
negaîive ou!abmes (LalSarbera and Mazusky 1983) 



Hence, research efforts should be geared towards investigatiag behavioral 

intentions to switch s e ~ c e s  in integrahve ûarneworks and not use them as proxies for 

actual behavior. Despite the constraints on the availabifity ofliterature on service 

switching, research in related areas provides meanin@ uisights on factors that exhibit 

sigaificant influence on the service switcbg behavior of consumers 

2.4.1 Reîatd Research on Switchinn Behavior in Srvices 

Though negative effects of customer switching such as reduced market share, 

impaired profitability and increased costs has been an area of great concen for service 

6rms (Rachheld and Sasser 1990; Rust and Zahorik 1993; Rust, Zahorik, and Keuùngham 

19951, Service switching nom the customer's perspective has rernained Mmially 

unexplored in the marketing literature (Keaveney 1995). To understand the process7 we 

first explore factors which have been recognized in the titerature as possible determinants 

of switching behavior in consumem. Customei satisfaction with the service, the overail 

quality of service perceived by the customer, perceived wsts, and attitude towards 

behavior when a customer thinks about switching service providers, are predominant 

variables that impact &ce switching decisions of consumers. 

Customer satishtion is an evaluative process of perceiving discrepancy between 

prior expectations and the actual performance ofa prduct/service after it's wnsumption 

(cf. Tse and Wdton 1988). This is often refémd to as the (pectancy &sco@mufion 



mode1 of consumer satisfaction. Several respooses to customer satisfiiction or 

dissatisfaction have been exploreci in the literahire7 an important one king that of 

switching from one supplier to another. Specifidy, dissatisfhction with the present 

seMce provider will Ïncrease the custorner propensity to switch io another and a 

satisfactory experience wili encourage repatronage or loyaity. Crosby and Stephens (1987) 

related customer switching behavior in the insurance industry to their overd 

dissatisfaction with the Uwrer. in their two wave study, a test ofsignificant contrasts 

showed that the group who retained the same i m e r  for the next year (intemal 

replacement) had been significantiy more satisfied with their current insurer than the group 

that switched insuren (exterd replacement). Using cross-sectionai data on their past 

switching behavior, Rust and Zahorik (1993) identifid customer satisfaction as a key 

factor intluencing custorner switching behavior in the banking industry. Likewise? Lubin 

(1 992) stressed the importance ofthe link between customer sati&ction and customer 

retention for the banking industry. In the event of dissatistiiction with a s e ~ c e  provider, 

Singh's (1990) study showed that variables üke attitudes towards behavior had an impact 

on pnvate cornplaint behavior (Singh 1988) which compriseci intentions of non 

repaonage. The resuhs were M y  consistent in this cross-industry study which included 

s e ~ c e  industries such as grocery shopping, automotive repair* medical careV and banking 

services. 

Service quality has been long recognized as an important variable responsible for 

consumers' decisïons to switch. Service qualïty, most cornmoniy defined as a judgment 



about a senice provider's ovedl excellence (cf Oliver 1993 b), has a similar impact on 

service switching as satisfaction. If the s e ~ c e  provider is perceived to have high service 

qualit- it wiil encourage the consumer to stay with the present service provider. On the 

other han& a perception of low service quality will facilitate the los  of a continuing 

customer to an altemate &ce provider. in their artide, Schlesinger and Schulenburg 

(1995b) argued that doubts about the inairance quality might cause consumers to switch 

insurers. This was the result of a probit analysis that examined the influence of various 

quaiity factors on the consumer's probability to switch Uwrers, who were identined as 

switchers or nonswitchen based on whether they had switched insurers in the past or not. 

Reichheld and Sasser (1990) argued that wntinuous improvements in service quality were 

the key to reducing customer defédions in seNices. In a health care industry study, 

Andreasen (1985) used Hirschman's (1970) theory of Exit-Voice to argue that in the 

event ofpoor service quaiity, customers WU sdu'bt switching behavior. The analysis was 

based on consumers past experiences with health service providen. 

Switching costs have been identifieci as another key factor iduencing the 

switching behavior of consumers Switching costs can be described as the difnculty that a 

consumer &ces to switch to another supplier. These costs could include perceived costs 

involveci in searchg for a new supplier, emotionai costs of switching, wsts in Ioss of 

loyal custorner discounts and explicit financial cust such as budget constraints. Indeed, the 

higher the switcbing costs petceived by the consumer, the lower is the inclination to 

switch to a alternate service provider. in an ernpirical application of their semi-Markov 



modei, Hauser and Wisniewski (1982) provided evidence that perceived wnstraints on the 

budget had a significant efect on switchùig between dEerent tmsportation seMces and 

modes. Further, Schiesinger and Schulenôurg (1 995a) provided evidence that satisfaction 

with the organization as weli as the consumer's perceived switching costs played an 

important role in the consumer's decision to switch insurers. 

2.4.2 A Modd of Customer Switchine Bebavior in Secvice Industries 

Keaveney's (1995) article was the fint one to distinctiy address service mRtching 

behavior as opposed to behaviorai intentions and to corne up with a comprehensive Iist of 

antecedents to switching behavior in the s e ~ c e  industries. &en the constraint of no 

prior research, her research was exploratory in nature and aimed at introducing a 

grounded mode1 of customer switching in the services industiy. 

Using the criticai incident method for 45 difkrent seNice businesses, the study 

identifieci eight causai antecedents to service switchg behavior namely price, 

inconvenience, core service foilue, service encounter faiiure, response to service faittre, 

cornpetition ethicai probleins. d imIun~ary swirchng Core setvice failure was the 

singie most Unportant category responsible for seMce switching (44%). It has been 

successfùiiy mgued in the literature that senice quality is directly influenaxi ody by 

perceptions of performance (cf. Cronin and Taylor 1992). Based on this reasoning, it can 

be established that perceptions of inconvenience, a r e  service fàilure, service encounter 

fdure and response to service Mure comprise the evaluation of service quality by 



consumen. Hence, Keaveney's work validates suggestions by resauchen that service 

quality is an important antecedent to service switchiog behavior. 

Finaily, to complement l i i e d  research in the area of semice switchhg, literature 

on switching of branddproduct might provide some important Uisights in identifjing some 

variables and relationships for a general mode1 ofcustomer switching behavior. 

2.5 Prior Resarcb on Switchinn Behavior in ProducblBirnds 

Though characteristics as htmgibdity, pen'shibility, vrurability, and 

imeparabiïityfrorn the sentice provi&r are unique to services, there is a certain overlap 

in factors inauencing switching decisions in services and brandslproduct. Satisfaction with 

the product and perceiveci wst of switchuig are signincant variables in such decisions. in 

addition to variabies such as variety seeking, marketing roDc variables such as the product 

itse& price, and promotion have been identifieci as f8ctors duencing the brand switching 

behavior of consumers. 

Satisfaction appears to be the critical variable infiuencing brand switchg decisions 

of the consumer. Forne11 (1992) explicitly stated that a prime reason for enhancing 

customer satisfaction with a brand was to reduce switching to a cornpetitor's brand. A 

strong influence of satisfgcton on switching has been proposed and empirically explored 

in the literature ( see, for instancey Diener and Greyser 1978; Richins 1987; Kasper 1988; 

Fornell and Wemerfelt 1987; Oüva, Olivex and W U a n  1992; Rust and Zahorik 1993). 

This association connnriJ the conventional wisdom that customers who are less happy 

with a chosen brand on one OCC8Sion wiU switch to a cornpetitor on the next ( Morgan and 



Dev 1994). Hence, customer satisfaction is likely to increase repeat purchase behavior and 

brand loyalty and hence reduce brand switching (Yi 1990). 

Factors such as perceiveci barriers or costs to switchg are seen to have a strong 

influence on the propensity of a customer to switch (ForneIl 1992). If consumers perceive 

signincant disutiliy in temis of search costs leaming costs cognitive effort involved, 

financial risks and psychofogicd risks, they are less lïïely to make changes in their brand 

choice. 

HoUand (1984) conducted a laboratory experiment to test the reasons for brand- 

switching when purchashg products for physical and social enhancement and for 

enjoyment. The results revealed that variety seeking was a primary rûison for switchmg in 

enjoyment product brands, but pesformance was the only factor responsible for brand 

switching in products used for enhancement purposes. This supports Kahn, Kalwani and 

Momson's (1986) clah that variety seebg is a major determinant of brand switching by 

consumen, but limited to the extent that it not a consistent reason for switching across 

product types. 

Agents such as product featuredattributes are Unportant detemiinants of brand 

switching behavior. Biin and Dodson (1980) devefoped a brand switchhg mode1 

combining stochastic modeling with the mu1tiattniute models of brand choice. Their 

empirical examination of the data on eight soft drinks established that stochastic models of 

buyer behavior (brand switching) cm be iinked to a behavioral basis (attniute evaluation). 

Hence, prduct feahiredattniutes might be respotl~~iile for brand switching. In fact, 



Stephan and Tannenhoiz (1994) stresseâ that the diffierence ùi desirable attributes was a 

major reason for switching within a set ofbrands. 

Carpenter and Lehmann (1985) found evidence that marketing mix elements such 

as price and advertising influenced the consumer's brand switching behavior. Specificaiiy, 

high relative price appeared to be associated with increased switching, advertising effécts, 

when signifiant, reduced the likelihood of switching. Vtlcassim and Iain (199 1) provided 

further support for such effects. Summafiiy, the rates of switching between brands that are 

a result of promotional activities and price reductions, are in reverse order to the share of 

purchase of the dflerent brands. ûther studies have also identifid price changes as a 

critical factor infiuenàng brand switching (Mahajan, Green and Goldberg 1982; 

Mazursky, LaBarbeni and Aiello 1987; Bucklii and Srinivasan 199 1). 

in summary, the literature on switching in bmds and produas corroborates as 

wefl as augments the work in services in identifying possible antecedents to the switching 

behavior in services. The above discussion clearly reveals the importance of such variables 

as perceived quality ofthe service, satistàctioa l d s ,  perceiveci costslbarriers to 

switching, attitudes towards behavior, and intentions to switch in a consumer's decision to 

switch services. However, "the process of customer switching in service industries still 

remains unknown" (Keaveney 1995, p.80). This is the thesis. This dissertation wili 

develop a mode1 for customer switching behavior in SeNice indusûies, henceforth calleci 

the SSM. 



2.6 A GtntrnI Form of the Service Switchinn Modd 

Despite lirnited research in service switching, a number of possible relatiomhips 

among some variables of interest have been suggested above. Research from a variety of 

other areas in marketing, psychoiogy and economics can be drawn upon to investigate 

some other &ors and the relationships arnong hem, and will be discussed in the 

subsequent chapters. 

Consumer satisfaction and seMce quaiity play a central role in the area of seMces 

marketing (Rust, Zahorik and Keinuigham 1996) and, hence, are cnticai to the success of 

defensive marketing efforts ofa service organization. Research in the area of consumer 

satisfaction suggests it to be an immediate antecedent to a consumer's intention to switch 

a s e ~ c e  provider, which in tum is an inunediate antecedent to consumer switching 

behavior. Service quality, conceptualized as a general attitude, is estabbhed as a 

superordinate wnstnrct to consumer satisfaction, thus suggesting an indirect effect of 

service quality on a consumer's intention to switch a senice provider. 

Identification of intentions to switch as a detenninant of switching behavior is of 

significant wIlSequence here. It is recognizeû that when intentions guide behavior, then 

the behavior is planned and deliberate and involves considerable cognitive work. Such 

deliberatiw prmessing involves scrutiny of available information and analysis of ff ist and 

benefits of engaghg in the behavior (Fazio 1990). This forrn of behavior is clearly different 

fiom a behavior that is more sponfmeous in nature, not deliberate and reasoned. In the 

context of this thesis this means that the search for hmeworks that might be used as 

building blocks for a mode1 of switching behavior in the seMces industry is best 



confined to rnodels based upon deliberative prmessing. The ûmework provided by the 

Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen 199 1) is most appropriate here. Not only is this a 

fnunework based on deli'berative processing, it also incorporates variables such as 

attitudes towards behavior, subjective noms, and perceiveci bdiaviorai wntrol [for which 

an equivalence to perceived switching costs is established later] dong with intentions and 

behavior in a cohesive manner. This is important because above stated variables have been 

recognized as important determinants of a consumer's decision to switch either a 

service or a product. Thus, the extent to which customer attitudes towards the behavior, 

subjective nom,  and perceived behavioral control effixt the decision making to switch 

service providen, is unlaiown. This is a signifiant limitation, given the h c t  that the theory 

of planned behavior has been recognited as a fiindamental model for explaining social 

action (Bagozzi 1992). In addition, it's East (1993) contention that decisions about 

various aspects of seMces is an avenue where the role of the theory of planned behavior 

needs to be investigated. He goes on to suggest tùrther that decisions about various 

financiai services "should belong to this group". Hence strong arguments exist for the 

need to Uivestigate the role of such b e w o r k s  in developing a model for customer 

seMœ switching behavior. 

Figure 1 illustrates the relatiomhips between mtention to switch services, switching 

behaviot, and the factors influencing these behaviorai vanables. This figure includes the 

variables suggested by the research reviewed in this chapter and aiso includes some 

variables which are suggested by other areas of research. Specifidy, Figure 1 identifies 



switchùig intentions as an antecedent to switching behavior. Further, it ais0 indicates the 

variables that are expected to influence switching intentions, namely: 

1. Perceived service quaiity of the service provider 
2. Consumer satisfaction with the sem-ce provider 
3. Consumer amhide towards seNice switching 
4. Perceived switching costs fàceû by the consumer in the event of !mitchhg 
5.  Consumer subjective n o m  

The discussion of the conceptual and empincal components of this research are as 

foliows. Examining specific relationships arnong the variables identifieci above will be the 

focus of the next five chapters. The importance ofconsumer satisfaction and s e ~ c e  

quality in influencing switching decisions has been stressed e a r k  Consequently, chapter 

3 will explore the role of consumer satisfaction in the SSM and Chapter 4 will concentrate 

on the role of s e ~ c e  quality in the SSM wntext in predicting satisfaction and attitude 

towards switching. Because we are deaiing with deli'berate decision making on part of the 

consumer to switch services, the use of a dehiberative processing model, such as the theory 

ofplanned behavior, is most appropriate. H m ,  chapter 5 WU disaiss the roie of the 

theory ofplanned behavior in the SSM. When trying to forge a Iuik between their 

global attitudes like M c e  quaiity and specific bdiavioral choices like s e ~ c e  switching, 

consumers may resort to defiaing whether th& attitudes are in faa relevant and 

appropriate guides to the behaviorai choices at hand. Incorporating this idea, chapter 6 

wiil examine the moderating role of perceived relevarice in the relationship between 

service quality and consumer attitude towards s e ~ c e  switching Chapter 7 will present 

the full fledged SSM For each of these, prior direct and indirect research wiii be 



considerd as an aid to building Iinks between the various antecedents of service switching 

behavior. Chapter 8 is a discussion on the raearch design, methodology and results for 

both the pretest study end the main study. Finaiiy, this dissertation concludes with the 

discussion of the results in Chapter 9. nieoretical implications, managerial imptication, 

Iimitations and directions for fiiture research based on the results are laid out in this 

chapter. 



Cbmter 3 

CONSUMER SATISFACTION 

3.1 lntduct ion 

Consumer satisfaction has been recognized as a key concept in marketing thought 

and practice. The realization of it's Unportance had led to a proüfèration of research in 

order to understand this concept (Yi 1990). This has resulted in various definitions of 

consumer satisfirctions being proposed in the üterature. The definitions include: "an 

evaiuation rendered that the [consumption] expeience was at lest as good as it was 

supposed to ben (Hunt 1977, p. 459); %e summary psychologid state resuiting when the 

emotion surroundmg disconfirmed expectations is couple- with the consumer's prior 

feelings about the consumption experience" (Oliver 198 1, p. 27); and "the consumer's 

response to the evaluation of the perceived discrepancy between prior expectations [or 

some other nom of performance] and the actud paformance ofthe product as perceived 

&er it's wnsumption" (Tse and Wdton 1988, p. 204). 

Presenting the most recognized view of colt~rnnrer suitsfaction, Westbrook and 

Oliver (199 1, p. 84) cornmenteci: 

Fwther, this evaluative judgment was a fiinction of an initial standard and some 

perceived discrepancy from the initial reference point (Oliver 1980). Oliver (1980, 198 1) 

employed Helson's adaptation levei theory to dedop the widefy recognizeâ expectmcy 



disconfinnatzon mode1 of consumer satisfaction. His major theme was that performance 

specific expectations and expectancy disconfirmation, play a major role in satisfaction 

decisions. Specincally, expectations were thought to create a frame of reference about 

which one made a comparative judgment. Thus, outcornes poorer than expected (a 

negative disconfirmation) were rated below this reference point and those better than 

expected (a positive disconfùmation) were evaluated above the base. 

This additive interpretaton is well modeled in the adaptation level theory which 

posited that one perceived stimuli in relation to an adapted standard. As applied to 

satisfaction decisions, one's level of expectation about product performance, however 

created, could be seen as an adaptation IeveI. Expectations were idlueoced by such factors 

as 1) the proâuct itseif includùig one's prior experience, brand connotations and symbolic 

elements, 2) the context including the content of communication fiom the sales people and 

social referents. 3) individual characteristics includhg persuasibüity and percepniai 

distortion Postdecision deviations were thought to be caused by the degree to which the 

product exceeded, met, or feii short of one's expectations Le., positive, zero O? negative 

disconfinnatioa Satisfaction then, could be seen as an additive combination of the 

expectation levd and the resulting subjective disconfirmation. 

Churchill and Suprenant (1982) foilowed up the discon6rmation paradigm to 

tùrther assess the determinants ofcustomer satisfhction. Theu modification included a 



direct effect of performance on satisfaction - a relationship not hypothesized by the Oliver 

(1980). in addition to the direct effêct of performance, their results supported the 

relationships hypothesized by the Oliver (1980) study for a nondurable product (a plant) 

but the resuits did not conForm for a durable product (a video disc player). Specifically, for 

the nondurable product they found that expectations had a n-e effect on 

disconfimation and the performance had a positive e f f i  on disconfirmation. Further, 

disconfinnation positively effected satisfàction, when i n d ~ d d s  perceived the product 

performance better than expected. Also, performance and expectations diredy effected 

satisfaction and in with disconfirmation they explained moa variance in satidaction. 

However, for the durable product, perfiormance solely determineci satisfaction with the 

product . 

Next to follow was Bearden and Teel's (1983) study which was primarily aîmed at 

inwrporating aistomer complainirtg behavior in the customer satidiction Merature. 

Nevertheles, their research on automobile repair and service provided additional support 

for the Oliver (1 980) model of customer saùskction in the area of semices. 

Woodnie Cadotte and Jenkins (1983) provided a modification to the 

discorifirmation of expectation model of satisfaction by replacing the concept of 

expectations with erperieme-brrred mms. These n o m  were standards that reflected the 

belief about the performance that a brand should provide to meet the consumers' 

needdwants. They could fùrther be categorized as either brmirl-aaîed nonns orpr&c~- 

bawdmms, depending on whether the noms were forrned as a resuh of the consumers' 



experience with a diierent brand or with a group of sunilar brands. in essence they were 

characterized by 1) the fact that they reflected desired @ormance in meeting 

needdwants and 2) that they were constrained by petfiocmance consumers believed was 

possible based on their experience with known brands. 

Cadone, Woodnrff and Ienlans (1983) provided evidence that eaher of the 

experience-based noms were better wnstructs in the satisfaction model t han expectations. 

Spex5fidy, the product nom mode1 provided the best fit for the data, foiiowed by the 

brand n o m  model and lastly the brand expectation's model. Though the product-based 

n o m  disconfinnation explained most variance for satisfaction, these was negligible 

difference in the results between the other two models. Hence, the disconfirmation 

paradigm was generally supported in the study, but it r a i d  doubts about the 

conceptualization of the comparison standards i.e. the expectations construct as suggested 

in the Oliver (1980) study. 

FoUowing the Churchill and Suprenant (1982) study, Tse and Wdton (1988) found 

fiirther support for the inclusion ofprfiofmance as an antecedent of satisf8cton in 

addition to expectations and disconfirmation. 'i'heü study aiso examined the viability of 

alternative disconfirmation and comparison standard conceptualizatiotls. For the 

cornparison standards they found though expectedperfnnme and the ideai 

perfonnmce provided a good fit in the satisfàction model, equituble perfomance failed as 

an operationalization of the comparison standard. For disconhmtion, they provided 

evidence that subjective d i s c o n ~ ~ o n  perfomed much better thaa subhactive 

disconfmnation as a disconfirmation o p e r a t i o ~ o n .  In addition, they found support 



for the proposition that wnsumers may use multiple cornparison standards in the process 

of satisfaction formation Their study reveded that both expectation standards and ideal 

standards relate individdy to satishction and that this muhiple-standard model was more 

robust Ui comp~son to any single-standard model of satisfacàon. 

Elaborating on the work of Westbrook and Oliver (MU), which provides an 

insight hto the correspondence between the consumption emotion patterns and consumer 

satisfaction, Oliver (1993a) proposed an expandeci model of satisfaction The model 

incorporated both negative and positive affect dong with the establïshed antecedent of 

satisfaction namely cognitive disconfinnation, where the positive and negative affect was 

expiicitly modeled as ernerging from consumer's reaction to product performance. In 

short, satisfaction was modeled as a kction of afféct, cognitive disconfirmation and 

direct experience. 

ui summary, the expectancy disconfinnation (and performance) paradigm is 

considend robust enough to be used across various contexts including product 

experience, interpersonal dealings and services (Oliver 1993b). Indeed, Rust and Oliver 

(1994) consider it to be a dominant model ofconsumer satisfaction in the services 

literature also (Taylor and Baker 1994). Lady altemative fhmeworks for conceptualizing 

and operationalking satisfkction have been proposed in the literature i-e., the value- 

precept disparity model by Westbrmk and Reilly (1 983) and most recently, the desires- 

congmency m d  by Spreng and Olshavsky (1993). Nevertheles, the expectancy 



d i s c o ~ t i o n  mode1 continues to enjoy vast support in the fiterature over the other 

formulations. 

3.2 Preâictinn Switchin~ Intentions fmm Satisfhction 

Though Oliver (1981) d e  no acplicit test of the association between satisfkction 

and intentions to switch, he differentiated the two and proposeci a surnmary causal 

relationship between the two. He suggested that intention to repatronize a s e ~ c e  (a retail 

service, in his saidy) was a consequaice ofthe satidàctïon level of the consumer. Hence, a 

customer who had high satisfaction levels with a service provider would be more kely to 

repatronize. In the* study on consumer experiences with automobile repairs and services, 

Bearden and Tee1 (1983) also hypothesued a negative path between satisfaction and 

intentions to repatronize (&ciisotz fo stopflrlherpurchases) . However, these intentions 

to repatronize were wmbined with other measures of cornplaint behavior to form an index 

of cornplaint activity. Data were collecteci in a two-phase longitudinal study with a four 

month measurement interval fiom 1200 members of a consumer panel. The resdts were 

based on a usable sample s k  of 375. Though the authors did not direcdy test for a 

relationship between the intentions to nvitch and satishction levelq a sign<ficant negative 

relationship was found between satistàction and cornplaïnt behaviw. 

in an automobile purchase context, Oliver and Swan (1989) specifically tested the 

hypothesis of intention to repatronize as a function ofthe satisfaction level. Summdy, 

briet; higher levels of customer sati-on should predict strong intentions to deai with 

the same salesperson on their next car purchase W h e  were still adable. The results 



showed that satisfaaion was related veiy strongly to the intention to repatronize, as 

hypothesized. Support for such a relationship between switching intentions and customer 

satisfaction can be found in several other studies, ùicluding Andreasen (1985). Fonell and 

Wemerfelt (1 987), FomelI(1992), and Oliva, Oliver and MacM~llan (1992). 

in the seMces conte* there has also been ernpirical endence that consumer 

satisfaction judgments are imrnediate antedents to switching intentions (CE Woodside, 

Frq ,  and Daly 1989; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Gotlieb, Grewal, and Brown 1994). In 

addition, Rust and Zahorik (1 993) used this causal relationship berneen switching 

intentions and satisfaction as a building block for developing a mathematicai fiamework 

that linked customer satisfaction to individual loyalty, aggregate retention rate, market 

share and profits. Their assumption is that , "propensity to be loyal to the firm results from 

satisfaction on the 10 yalty factors". Anderson ( 1 993) dso reiterates t hat dissatisfaction 

lads  to greater likelihood that a customer will switch tndeed, proposition 1 resuits from 

the above discussion. 

P 1 : Wgher levels of the consumer satisfaction judgments with the service provider 
should result in a lesser propensity to switch service providers. 



C h a ~ t e r  4 

SERVICE QUALITY 

4.1 Introduction 

The construct of service quality has been recently defined as " The consumer's 

overail impression of the relative Uiferiority/superiority of the organization and it's 

services" (Bitner and Hubbert 1994, p. 77). This is consistent with the conceptual 

definition of service quality t k s t  proposed by Parasuraman, Zeitharni, and Berry (1988, p. 

15) which represents ~ervice quality as " the consumer's judgment about an entity's 

overall excellence or superiority". 

Published research has illuminateci issues from which a controversy as how best to 

conceptuaiize and measure the constnict Perceiwd Service Quality has arisen The 

following discussion gives a brief account of the debate. First I present a chronological 

account of the debate as it unfolded in the literature. Then 1 build up an argument for the 

best way to conceptualize and measure service quality. F i d y ,  1 dimiss the role of 

s e ~ c e  quality in the service switching wntext. Howeveq before 1 begin to discuss the 

literature on seMce quality, it might be worthwtiile to diffierentiate it fiom the construct of 

satisfaction, 

4.2 Service Oualitv versus Satisfaction 

Emerging literature suggests that though &ce quality and satisfaction are closely 

related, they are distinct constructs (c.E Bitner 1990; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Oliver 

1993 b; Rust and Oliver 1994; Taylor and Baker 1994). The first distinction between the 



two constructs is that whereas service quality is an overaii duation, similar to an 

attitude, satisfaction is a more *mediate reaction to a specific service experience 

(Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1988; Bitner 1990; Cronin and Taylor 1992; Spreng 

and Shgh 1993). A second distinction behveen the two is that whereas service quality 

evaluations are expected to be more cognitive (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry 1988; 

Bitner 1990; Dabholkar 1995), satisfion evaluatiolls are atpected to be prirnarily 

affective in nature (Woodniff, Cadotte, and lenkins 1983; Gotüeb, Grewal, and Brown 

1994; Dabholkar 1995). A third distinction stems from the disconfinnation ofexpectations 

approach. Though discodimation ofexpectations effat both se* q d t y  and 

satisfaction, the diffaence lies in the way disconfrimaton is operationalized (Parasuraman, 

Zeithaml, and Berry 1988). They suggest that Ui measurïag s e ~ c e  q d t y  the compatison 

is between the performance and what a consumer shoucdacpect, whereas in measuring 

satisfaction the cornparison is between the perfoniuuce what a consumer would expect. 

However, expectations for service q d t y  and sahfbdon have been operationaiized in a 

very sunilar rnanner in the iiterature, and as such, this distinction may not be an effective 

discriminant between the two constructs (Spreng and Shgh 1993). 

Recently, more efforts have been made to distinguish the constnicts of satisfàction 

and service quatity. Oliver (1993b) suggested four such clifFerences located atfimdmnentul 

Ievels which disairninate between the two constructs. F i ,  whereas the dimensions 

undedying quality judgments are rather specific (whether they be cua or attributes), 

satisfêction judgmentq can rwlt fiom any dunensionq qubity related or not. Secondly, 

whereas expectations for quaiity are based on ideals or c'exceUence'' perceptions, 



nonquality referents includhg needs and equity " ~ e s s "  perceptions, can be used in 

satisfaction judgments. Thirdly, whereas experience is not required for quaiity judgments, 

satisfaction, is primariiy, experiential in nature. Fourthly, whereas service quality has fewer 

concephial antecedents, satisfàction appean to be iduenced by a number of cognitive and 

affective processes. 

Hence, it seems plausiMe that though service quality and satisfaction are closely 

related, they could be diïerentiated at both the conceptual and measurement levels. Taylor 

and Baker (1 994, p. 165) espouse similar sentiments 

. . . evïdence in the services literature supports the position that service 
quaîïty and sathdkiion are t#st conoeptualized as ~ ~ Ï q u e  constnicts 
that shouid wt be treated as eauivalents' in modeis of consumer 
decision making. 

4.3 The Ptrce~tions - Exmctations GID Conce~tu.lization of S t m c t  Ouaiitv 

Perhaps the most established work in the area of Senice Quality has been a 

product of research by A Parasuraman, Valerie A. Zeithaml and Leonard L. Beny 

spanning over a decade. In their first article (Paniniraman, Zeithaml and Berry 1985), they 

identifiecl SeMce Quality as a distinct construct nom the then established concept of 

Guo& @&y. The authors argued that Services were distinct fiom goods because of the 

their three well documenteci characteristics - inuagnbiIi4, heterogeneiiy, and 

inseparabiüiy. Hence howledge of goods quality was insuflicient to fiilly understand 

s e ~ c e  quaiity. Their research on a tiniited literature on service quahty and some general 

' Underscoreci for empbags. Not underscÉ,red in the original. 



Iiterature on services was the foundation for the conceptuai mode1 of service quality In 

their own words (1985, p. 42): 

Sem-= quaîity has been dixussed in only a bandfirl of writings ( 
G~IUOOS 19û2; LRhtiaen and Lebtuien 1982; Lewis and Blooms 1983: 
Sasser, Olsen, and Wyckaff 1978). Examination of these writiags and 
other litelitture on sentices su- three undeciying îhemes: 

Service qualiîy is more difncuit to evaluate tban gaods quality. 

- SeMœ quality perceptions result fiom a comprison of consumer 
-011s with a d  seMœ performancermaflce 

Quality evaluations are not ma& sdely on the oulcome of a service; 
thq. a b  involve evaluation of the proces of seMœ delivery. 

The authors conceptualized s e ~ c e  quaiity in a manner very simüar to how 

satisfàction had been spe&ed in the titeratwe. Briefly, the authors proposed that 

consumers harbor expectatiom of performance on some s e ~ c e  dimensions, observe 

performance on those particular dimensions and subsequentiy fonn perceptions regardimg 

the perfocmance. Semce quality is then specified as the gap between customer 's 

expecfutiom &perceptions. A (Perceptions-minus-Expectations) scordgap of zero or a 

positive value ïndicates that the service provided is of high quality. A negative scordgap 

identifies a deficiency in the savice quality. 

Exploratory research (focus group and indepth executive interviews) for four 

seMce categones - retail banking credit carci, securities brokerage, and product repair 

and maintenance revealed 10 seNice dimensions that consumers used in forming 

expectations about and the perceptions of services, aameIy reliability, respo-neess. 



cornpetence. uccess, comesy. commtllli&on, credbiIity. secuncunty. 

Based on the Perceptions - Expectations gap theory, Parasuraman, Zeithaml and 

Beny ( 1988) developed a multiple-item scale cailed SERVQUAL for assessing customer 

perceptions of service quality. In this snidy, items denoting variws aspects of the 10 

service-quality dimensions (Parasuraman, Zeithad and Berry 1985) were generated to 

from a pod of 97 items. Two statements, one to measure expectations about firms in the 

general service category and the other to measure perceptions about the k m  whose 

service quality was king assessed, were generated for each item This 97-item sale was 

subjected to two stages of evaluation The first stage involved condensing of this 

insrniment by retaining only those items h t  discriminateci weU across the pooled data of 

respondents. nie second stage involved exploring the dimensionality of the scaie and 

ascertainhg the reliabiiity of its c~rn~onents.~ The process generated 22 items spread 

across five dimensions for the SERVQUAL scale - Tiagibes* Reliabziity, Respom-veness, 

Assurunce. and Empilhy. . Hence 3 out of the original 10 dimensions were retained and 

the last 2 were composite dimensions containing items representing the other 7 original 

dimensions. 

4.3.1 The First Chdienne 

Cannan (1990) was the fint article to replicate and test the SERVQUAL 

instrument since it's development. Four different Sentice settings were chosen to 



accomplish the task. Some modifications such as the wording of the items or 

inclusionfdeletion of sorne items to administer them to particdar settings were made. H i s  

major conclusion on the SERVQUAL "batterf' was that the dimensions reporteci by 

Parasuraman, Zeithad, and Berry (1985) were not as generic as they were thought to be. 

In addition he recommended that items on 7 to 8 dimensions (rather than 5) should be 

retained until factor analysis showed that they weren't unique, specially ifit is believed 

that those dimensions were of particular importance. 

His  major critique, however, was on the validity of dyz ing  dxerences between 

expectations and perceptions for evaluating Secvice quality. He was concemed about the 

meamernent properties of"d*ierence7' between the items expressed in expectations 

mefore) fonn and those expressed in perception (after) fonn. He cornrnents (1990, p. 47): 

Even if one couid guarantee that the cognitive strucbm of an 
indiviciuai has aot changed h m  oae dministration to awîher, it is 
aot clear what îhe psychometric poperties of such a dïBerenœ may be. 
Thus, fioxn an analyticai standpoint, this proœüure is snspect if pot 
appaP.iate. 

He found the procedure even less desirable fiom a practical viewpoint. Because 

there was not a before and after administration in the PZB (1988) study, they concluded 

that the expectation responses could be of little value. 

Following closely on was an empirical assessrnent of the SERVQUAL scale 

(Babakus and BoUer 1992) which proposeci various methodoIogr'caI shorlcomings in the 

insuument. in particular four issues were examiaed - the dimensionaiity of SERVQUAL, 

the definition of senice quality as a expectation/perception gap, &ects of item wording 

- - -  - -  

For detaiis of the two stage development of the SERVQUAL d e ,  pi- refer to the citeci article. 
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on response quality and factor analysis, and the problerns of reliability and validity with 

SERVQUAL. 

It was argued that though there may be a consensus on SERVQUAL as being a 

second-order construct, there were alternative conceptualcitions ifdeemed as a tirst- 

order constnict. Further, dimensionality was a function of the type of senice sector under 

investigation. Indeed, their empincal analysis niggested that d e s  of convergence and 

disairnination do not support the original 5 SERVQUAL dimensions. In fkct the study 

indicated two distinct dimensions wlgch were a fiinction ofthe way items were worded 

(positively worded items loaded on one tactor and negatively worded on the other). The 

authors argued that the original study Iacked in saingent indicaton not only for the 

individuai item reliabilities but also for the convergent and the discriminant validity of the 

Defining a wnstruct as a gap score, though intuitiveiy appealing, =y be 

. . . . when people are asked to indïcak a "desued Ieveln and " m g  
leveIn on a particuiar attnkite, a mnbripmber of psycblogicai constraints 
may be activated to make the resuiting deficieacy scores poblematic. . 
. .As a consequenœ of this ~ b o l o g i c a i  constraint, tbe fçsujting 
"deflciency" scores may be dominated by primidy the "existing leveln 
XX)res. 

This was reflected in the empirical nsults of their study where they found that the 

dominant component in the difference scores was "cieariy" the perceptions scons. 

To address such concenis, PZB (1991) published a foliow-up study in which they 

rehed SERVQUAL and repiicated it in additional service settings. The rehements 



included changing the wording of acpectation items so that they in fia reflected 

normative expectations. To address coacems of contiision, awkwardness and low 

reliabiiîties, negatively worded items wexe di chaoged to a positive fonnat in the b a l  

instrument- 

Their empirïcal hdings supported a the factor solution with high item reiiabiiities 

and construct validity. Though the rehernents still reflected the basic five-dimensional 

structure of the origmal scale, the key difference frorn the PZB (1988) study was that the 

factor Tangibles split into two subdimensions - one pertaining to physical 

facilities/equipment and the other pertaining to employees/co~nmunication material. 

Despite theu refimments, the authors fded to provide a convincing response to the 

con- raised about the expectation - minus - perception measurement of Service 

Quality. Their support resteci on the observation that gap score format was of diagnostic 

value for the managers. On the theoreticai âont, they argued that 'tarious replication 

studies indicate that the gap scores dong the five SERVQUAL dimensions possess 

adequate reliability as measured by Cronbach's alpha", and concludeci that the support for 

validity issues for SERVQUAL was mixed in the üterature. 

4.3.2 Tbt Second Round 

Cronin and Taylor (1 992) took issue with the conceptualization and measurement 

of Senice Quality. They argued that there is barely any empiricai or theoreticai evidence 

that supported the C'relevance of the expectatiorls-pafonnance gap as the basis for 



measuring SeNice qualïty". They proposed that, in fa& marketing literature offers 

substantial support for simple performa~ce-ody based measures. 

Brown, Churchill, and Peter (1993) connirred with Cronin and Taylor (1992) and 

fùrther investigated the "'serious problems" in wnceptuaîizing service quality as a 

ciifference score. Th& research prirnaxüy dealt with identifiliog and ernpiricaüy 

corroborating psychomehic problems arising as a r ed t  of usuig difference scores in 

SERVQUAL measure. They proposed and demonstrated that the SERVQUAL measure 

faced problems of poor reliabüii, f A r e  to achieve discriminant validity, variance 

restriction, and non-normal distribution of SERVQUAL scores.3 An important conclusion 

of their study was that the perception component of the SERVQUAL scale alone 

performed h o s t  as weU as the SERVQUAL d e .  Further, that the inclusion of 

expectation component led to a "suppresser effe* rather than explain variance". The 

authors proposed a scale which utilized both the expectation and the perception 

component, but in a way that captures the gap in a single item. They dso demonstrated it 

to be psychometridy superior to the SERVQUAL d e .  

In th& response to the concenis r a i d  by Brown, Churchill, and Peter (1 993), 

PZB (1993) argued that the superionty ofthe formulation by the former authors is 

debatable. They also oEered some more support for their gap wnceptuaiîzatioa They 

stresseci that reliability was not a concern in their study. They argued that BCP's (1993) 

inference of poar discriminant validity was inconsistent with the deetion of discriminant 

validity and tberefore inappropriate. Moreover because the SERVQUAL d e  was 



predominantly used for diagnostic purpose and not in multivariate anaiysis, variance 

restriction did not appear to be a problern. It was dso stressed that SERVQUAL items 

represented a core evduation criterion that transcendecl specific wmpanies and industries 

and context-specific items could be Uicorporated when deemed necessary. 

From a theoretical point of view, Gronroos (1993) found the perceived service 

quality model tme as a static mode1 and the confirmation/discodrmation concept valid.' 

However, he argueci against the use of this confinnationldisconfirmation concept from a 

measurement point of view. Positing directions for fiinire research, his Proposition 2 states 

In developing methoâs of measmg seMœ quality, it Qes not seem 
pussiiie to make independent meaSuLements of customer expectations; 
thecefore, and the co~tion/disconfirmation concept pro&abiy has 
to be replaced It seenis valid at least in cettain situations, to develop 
measurement models based on customer e.vpenvpenences of only. 

Teas (1993) also stressed problems in the P-E &ce quaiity model, speciaily in 

the cases of the conceptuai and operational definition of the expectation component of the 

model. Essentiaily he found the SERVQUAL P-E measurement specification was 

incompatible with both the "classic ideal point" uiterpretation of E as well as the "fêasible 

ideal point" interpretation of E (when finite classic ideal point attributes are involved). 

This led to "arnbiguity concernùig the interpretation and theoretid justification of the P-E 

perceived quality concept". His study ais0 agiuated alternative measurement fiameworks 

For more de<uls on ibe ptablems with use ofdifference scores, please sc kter, ChurcU, anâ Brown 
( 1993) in "Caution in the use of Difference scores in consumer -hm, Joarnrl d Coasumer 
Reservrb, VOL 19. PP 6554i62, 
The co~rmation/diJcon6maation mncept is the foundation for the PZB's (1985 19ûû) expectation- 

perception gap conceptualization of seNice quality. Gronmm (1982) introduced the concept whicb posiis 



for assessing service quality and found thor conceptualiitions superior to the P-E 

fiamework, 

Rebuttaî to both Cronin and Taylor (1992) and Teas (1993) appeared in the Pm's 

( 1994) article. Whereas the former argued against the use of Expeaation component and 

had problems with the dimensionality of the SERVQUAL instrument, the latter was more 

concemed about the superiority of alternative specincations of measurement of service 

quality . 

Defending against the criticisrns of Cronin and Taylor ( 1 W2), PZB ( 1 994) argueci 

that there was indeed enough evidence in the iïterature to support a perception- 

expectation gap conceptualization. Further the dimensionality issues as raised by Cronin 

and Taylor ( 1992) were invalid because their study did not aUow intercorrelations amongst 

the five latent consenicts which PZB (1988) did ailow for. Moreover the SERVQUAL 

instrument was of more diagnostic value ifboth the components i-e. expectatiow and 

perceptions are measured as wmpared to Cronin and Taylor's (1 992) operationalization 

of seNice quality via SERVPERF which used oniy performance measures. Their major 

criticism of Teas (1 993) was that his conceptual and mathematical arguments were 

susceptible to several assumptions which needed to be closeiy reexamined. 

In a reply to the PZB (1994), Cronin and Taylor (1994) defended their stand in the 

eariier article by the sarne authors regarding the conceptualization of service quaiity as a 

perception - expeçtation gap. They cited the work by the co-authors of SERVQUAL 

chat " the 1-1 of quaiity perception depends on the &gree to which quaiity expectations are contirmed or 
disconfinned by the consumer's expectatians ofa given service". 
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(Boulding, Kalra, Staelin and Zeithad 1993, p. 24) t o  substantiate their argument, who 

concluded 

& d t s  are incompatiie wiih both the oneldimensionai view of 
eXpeCtati0fU vd tbe @ô ~ O ~ O R  f o r  h d d .  h t d ,  WC 

nnd that SeMœ quaüty is directiy influenced on& by prceptions of 
perfomlance. 

They fùrther suggested that advances in the s e ~ c e s  literature pointed increasingiy 

to the fact that the gap based SERVQUAL d e  was not measuring service quaiity. They 

stressed that the clornaiin of service quuiity s W d  be restrkted !O long lem attttuciés in 

order to enhance our understanding of how construct like service quality, consumer 

satisfaction interact in consumer decision making process. The following discussion 

extends such a line of thinking. 

4.4 Service Oualitv as a Gentraï Attitude 

The concephial dennition of attitude that I refer to is the one offered by Eagly and 

Chaiken (1993) where Atrinak is a psychoIogrogrcaI teraciéncy that is expressed &y 

evuhatirtg a partimkir entity with some degree of favor or Here psychoIogrogrcal 

fenrlency refers to a state that is intemal to the person, and ewluating refers to all classes 

of evaluative respond'mg, overt or covert, cognitive, afktive, or behavioral. Further 

entities that are evaluated are called attitude abjects. Particular entities, classes of entities, 

behaviors and classes of behaviors can ail fùnction as attitude objects. 

SeMce Qum is de- as the consumer's judgment about a h ' s  overaii 

excelience or superiority, s idar  in many ways to the consumer's general attitude towards 

the firm (Parasuraman, Zeittiaml and Berry 1988; Zeithami 1987; Zeithaml1988; Bitner 



1990; Bolton and Drew 199 1; Oliver 1993b). Although sorne researchers view this stand 

as hesitancy to cafl perceived service quaiity as an am'firdé (Cronin and Taylor 1992) 

and seek to estabIish equivalmce rather than just simihnty in the conceptuabtion and 

operationalization of the perceived seNice quality oonstruct to a general attitude (Cronin 

and Taylor 19%; Cronin and Taylor 1994). Given that Service quality ûui be considered 

an attitude, additional insights can be gained if the measurement of s e ~ c e  quaüty 

conformeci to an attitude-based conceptualization (Croain and Taylor 1992). The 

foliowing discussion presents one such approach, drawing primady fiom the work of 

Cronin and Taylor (1992). 

In drawing their conclusions, Cronin and Taylor (1992) suggested that perceived 

service quality is best conceptuaiïized as an attmide and that "adequacy-importaace" model 

was the most effective "attitude-based" operationaikation of service quality The 

c4adequacy-importance'' mode1 is due to Cohen, FÎshbein and Ahtola (1972), in which a 

person's attitude is defined by h e r k  importance weighted evaluation of the per60rmance 

of a specific dimension of a product or service. Foîiowhg that work, M a z i s  Ahtola and 

Klippe1(1975) compared the predictability of four muiti-attribute attitude-baseci models. 

Three experimeats wntrasted the relative predictabii of four approaches: Fishbein's 

model "adequacy" mode! and Rosenberg's mode1 using both values and product 

characteristics. The adequacy-importance modd, though an adaptation of Rosenberg's 

and Fishbein's model, is not based on the expecmcy-value theory. Another important 

observation is that while the two Rosenberg models and the adequacy-importance model 



taik refer to aitu& tmw& an abject. the Fishbeh modei taik about onihak ~owarcis an 

uct of behavior. 

The study revealed that in addition to it's ease of administration over it's 

expectancy-value wunterparts, "the "adequacy" mode1 appeared to be superior with 

respect to the expectancy-value formulations (ifthe investigator's goal is prediction of 

attitudes and behavior)". An important result was that the performance dùwnsions alone 

could predict attitudes and behavior almost as well as the complete model. ïhis result was 

the key behind Cronin ami Taylor's (1992) performance based approach to rneasurement 

of service quaiity with scale d e d  SERVPERF. 

It is clear £iom above that there has been an increasing hesitancy to conceptualize 

s e ~ c e  quality as a perceptiotls-expecfations gap. because of the vanous methodologid 

and theoreticai shottcomings. Further, if service quaüty is indeed an attitude than it 

foilows that we should look for attitude-based conceptualization in order to operationalize 

it. Based on the preceding discussion, the best spacification seems to be in form of the 

c'adequacy-importance" fiamework fkom which aa @valence between SeMce QuuIity 

and Amtu& towmi the OQect foiiows. Funher, SERVPERF which is consistmt with 

the "adequacy-importance'* model, appears to be an effective instnirnent to capture the 

consumes' perception of service quality o f f i  by a specinc smice provider. Support, 

for such a conceptuabation and measurernent, is forthcoming in the Iiterature. Dabhokar 



( 1  993, p. 16), who aiso regards the attitudkal view of service quality as logicai, further 

wntends 

Regardhg the inclusion of disconfirmation, it is suggested that s e ~ œ  
@ty sbauld simply be  as perceptions [of 
pedormancel; measurw of service quaiïty should wt explicitiy iaclude 
expectations. The rationale is tbat periceived service quality is Iilrely to 
be based on some type of internai staadard; thus, disco&matiot~s may 
acMlly be iacowrated in the perceptions themselves. Asiceâ to 
evaluate whetbex a semice is excellent or poor, in-duais may base 
their peroepions of performauce on ideal expectatioas, some type of 
industry standard, promises made by service pnni&rs, or on pest 
experience. 

Indeed, Gotlieb, Grewai, and Brown (1994) use a performance-ody based scale to 

masure perceived s e ~ c e  quality which was found to &'bit a high reliability (a = -95). 

More recently, the original proponents of the gap operationalization of s e ~ c e  

quality offer a contingency based approach. Accorâing to Zeithaml, Beny, and 

Parasuraman ( lW6, p.20) 

While this issue [whether to use a gap measunment or a perceptions 
of performance ody appmch] to be debated, thete is some agreement 
that a study's purpose niay influence which measm to use: the 
percepQons+mîy o p e r a t î o ~ o n  is  appapiate ifthe prllnary 

of measuring semice Wity is to attempt to expiain the 
Variance in some Qpeadent construct; the perceptions-mhw 
expectations ciifference score measure is approPnate if the primary 
prirpose is to diagaose a~curately service shodàîls. 

Since seNice quality is king utilized as an exogenous variable in this thesis, a 

perceptions-only measwernent approach shodd be appropriate. Hence, for the purpose of 

this thesis, a scale sVnilar to SERVPERF wiU be employed to measure perceived service 



4.5 Pndictinn Satisfaction from Service OuaPtv 

Though past fiterahire has conceptuaiïzed s e ~ c e  quality and satisfaction as 

distinct constructs, there has been minimal investigation as to a causal relationship 

between the two @abhoIlcar 1995). The few attempts, aimed at validating the nature of 

the relationship between Service quality and satidaction, have provided conflicting results. 

S tudies by Bitner ( 1990) and Bolton and h e w  (1 99 1 ) proposed service quality as a 

subordinate concept and hence satisfàction was seen as an antecedent oPsenice quality. 

Bi tner ( 1 990) saw service encourtter satr-sfuctio~ as un mptrt Ïnto the more getzeral 

co-cf, perceiwdsmice quality (or oftitrrdle), . . . and reported a significant path Grom 

satisfaction to perceived service quality based on data on consumer perceptions of 

satisfaction and service quality at an international airport. Bolton and Drew (1991) drew 

sirnilar conclusions fiom a longitudinal study in a telephone service context. However, 

these studies had some Uiherent weabiesses which undermine the conclusions put forth. 

According to Oliver ( 1 993b, p. 77) 

Evidence for tbis assumption [that satisfaction is viewed as an 
-nt of servie quaiity] exists ody at a thenretical level 
however,b~theconeepswereaattestedashyptkbd [n 
Bitner (L990), quality was aaually measwed as uttiW2 using bipolar 
adjecliva in semantic d H i  format . . . in Bolton and Drew 
(199 L), overaii SatkfWon was not measuted ; the satisfaction concept 
was represented or@ by satïdàction with billing dispttes in the 
context of telephone SeNice and was not direaly 1inLi.A to tbe quaiity 
measure. 

L i n h g  s e ~ c e  quality, customer satisfàction and behavioral intentions in a health 

s e ~ c e  context , Woodside, Frey and Daly (1989) provide anpirical results that suggest 

that service quaiity is kdeed an antecedent to customer satisfaction, which in tum 



influenced behavioral intentions. Using a nonrecursive structural model Cronin and Taylor 

(1 992) provided the f i s t  comprehensive test of the causai path between service quality 

and satistkction across eight Setvice companies (two each ofbanking, pest controi, dry 

cleaning, and fast food). ïhough they hypothesized that satisniction was superordinate to 

service quality, the results of their LISREL analysis indicated that s e ~ c e  q d i  was in 

fact an antecedent of satisfaction- 

To give a theoretical underpinning to the debate, Gotlieb, Grewai and Brown 

( 1994) use the Latanis's (199 1) appraisaI - emotioml repwzw - coping t heoreticai 

framework. Based on the developments to this fiamework proposed by Bagozzi (1992), 

Gotlieb, Grewal and Brown (1994, p. 877) seek to explain the nature of the relationship 

between service quaiity, satisfaction and behavioral intentions. tn their words 

. - -dt.finitionsofperceÏvecl~(aoousumef'sappaisalofa 
product's overail exdence or superionty, Zeithami, 1988) and 
empùical evidence (Bofton and Drew, 199 1; Brown and Swattz, 1989; 
Parasuraman et al-, 198%) indicate that it is an app.aisal c o a s ~ u r ~  . - . 
Thentore, constumm are likcly Co maire an appaisal (Le., juc& 
pefceived quality), Bagazzi's (1992) fhmewo& tkn s u e  thai 
perceiveci qaality (ie., appaisal) will be folîowed by satidàdon (i-e., 
an e d o a a i  response). in addition, bis heoreiical fiamework 
hdicates îhat mîïshaion bas a dira& efiect on behavioral intentions 
(Le., a coping riesponse} . . . 

Clearly the ûamework proposes senice quality as superordinate to satisfiction. 

Howwer for a more stringeut test ofthe theory, the authors tested for the reciprocal efféct 

as weii. Data of consumer perceptions on measures of interest were wiiected £kom 232 

respondents who had been discharged from a hospital. Their structural mode1 resuhs 

indicated signifiant standardized path coefficients for the service quaiity effects 

satidàction hypothesis. The reciprd hypothesis of satisîàctïon influencing service quality 



was not supporteci. Further, satisfaction had a positive effect on behaviod intentions of 

repatronage. Dabholkar (1995) niggest that such a sequence is congruent with that 

predicted by traditional attitudinal models i-e., when the order of evaluation is cognitive 

(service quality), then affective (satisfaction) auci then conative (intentions of 

repatronage). For this thesis, this is a signifiant result as s e ~ c e  quality has indeed been 

conceptualized as an attitude. This lends support to Oliver's (1993b) argument that 

attitude is properly a superordinate concept to satisfscton Hence, proposition 2. 

P2: Perceiveci s e ~ œ  quality o f  the service provider will have a positive effed on the 
customer satisfaction levet- 



S. 1 Introduction 

The theory of plmvted behaM'or provides a usefiil b e w o r k  for understanding 

how attitudes* subjective noms, and behaviord control should combine to intluence both 

planned and reaiized behavior. The theory was dweloped as a response to the criticisms of 

the theory of reasoaed action (Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Ajzen and Fishbein 1980)~. Ajzen 

( 1985) proposeci it as an altemate theory which enhanceâ the theoty of reauned action by 

incorporating an additional variable perceived khavioraf c o ~ d  in the prediction of 

intentions and behavion. In the theory of pimrzed khavior, the constmct k defined as 

one's perception ofhow easy or difiicult it is to Morin the behavior (Eagly and Chaiken 

1 993, p. L 86). The inclusion of this constnict extends the theory of planned behavior 

beyond the boundary condition of pure voMonai control specified by the theory of 

reasoned action ( Madden, EU- and Ajzen 1992). In briec the theory of planneci behavior 

suggests that behavior is a direct tùnction ofbebaviod intention and perceiveci behavioral 

control and that behavioral intention is formed by one's attitude, which reflects feelings of 

oivorablaiess or unfàvorableaess towards peiforming a behavior, subjective nonns, which 

reflect perceptions that signincant referents desue the individual to perfonn or not perform 

a behavior, and perceiveci bebaviorai controi, which reflects perceptions of interna1 and 

The Tbeory of Reasoned Action (TRA) posits that bebaviorai intentions, whidi are immediate 
antecedents to behavior, are a fiinction of normative and behavioral [salient1 beliefk alwnit îhe Jikelihood 
that pe~onning a mcuiar btbavior will lcad to a qmdïc ouîcomt- Furthcr, normative &lie& are 
posnilated to bc the uddyhg Muence on an individual's &jedive nom about pwforming that 
behavior whereas the behavioral belid ïnûuenœ one's aîtihde to performing that behavior. Hcnce, 
saiient belid a&ct intentions and m h q u e d y  bebavior thremgh attitudes andor shjectk nom 
(Madden, E h  and Ajzen 1992). 
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extemal constraints on behavior (Ajzen 1985, 199 1). in addition, the determinants of 

intention, Le., attitude, subjective noms and perceived behavioral wntrol are a fùnction of 

theù undedying betiefstructures aüudeà to as attitudùial or behaviod beliefs, normative 

beliefs and control beliefs respectively. 

The theory hrther suggests that to the extent the behaviors are easily executed, the 

theory of reasoned action may sufice. However, for behaviors that are difficdt to execute, 

one's control over the resources, opportunities and skills need to be taken into account 

and hence the theory of planned behavior should be a better predictor than the theory of 

reasoned a d o n  Customer switching behavior is recognized as a complex phenornenon on 

which behavioral &ton have a strong infhence (Srinivasan l996).Given that s e ~ c e  

switching behavior is a cornplicated behavioral process, forged of a complex combination 

of variables involved in the customer's decision to switch s e ~ c e s  (Keaveney 1995) which 

may rot be easily executed, the theory of planned behavior shouid provide an effective 

fmmework for understanding such a process. This should also address the cal1 by East 

(1993) to investigate the role of theory of planrieci behavior in various decisions pertaining 

to 6nancial services. 

5.2 Prdictinn Behavior from intentions 

A critical factor in the theory of planned behavior is an individuai's intention to 

perfonn a particuiar behavior. According to Ajzen (1 99 1, p. 18 1-1 82) 

Intentions are assumed to capture the motivational factors that influence a 
behavior, they am indications of haw much of an &ort thqr are planning to 
exert, in order ta perfonn the bebavior, As a gened d e ,  the stronger the 
intention to engae in a behavior, the more W y  should be it's performance. It 
shcnûd be clear, however, that a behaviorai intention can iind expession in 
bebavior ody if he bebavior in quesiion is under voiitionai controi, Le., if the 
petson can &xi& at will to petfom or rmt to perform behavior. 



The evidence for prediction ofbehavior fiom intentions can be found in the 

applications of the theory of reasoned action and the theory of planned behavior in severai 

behavioral contacts. For example, Fishbein and Ajzen (198 1) found high correlation 

between people's voting intentions and their reported voting choice in a presidential 

election. Similarly, Mamead, Proffitt, and Srnart (1983) found convincing evidence that 

the intention regarding the choice ofa f i g  methd (breast versus bottle) for her still to 

be bom baby was highly predictive of the actual choice for her newbom baby. Van den 

Putte's (1 99 1) meta-analysis of 1 13 articles provideci a mean r of -62 in predicting 

behavior from intentions to perfom behavior. Ajzen and Driver (1992) used the theory of 

planned behavior to predict leisure intentions and behavior arnongst college sbidents. The 

authon found evidence that the choice of five leisure activities: ~pending time af the 

becsch, jeng or running, mountuin climbing M n g  , and bikïng could be predicted 

fiom respondent's intentions, which had been coiiected the preceding year. East (1993) 

found in his three studies of 'capplication for shares" in a privatized British industries 

conte* the application of shares was accurately predicted by one's measured behavioral 

intention, 

The effkct of intentions to switch service providers on the switching behavior has 

not previously been considered in the literature. Indeed, in giving directions for fùture 

research in the context of service industries, Zeitharni, Berry, and Parasufaman (1996, p. 

27) suggest that: 'Uie association between behavioral intentions and rernaining with or 

defecting from the company merits study". Given strong evidence for the prediction of 



behavion fiom intentions in varied behavioral contexts, it seems intuithdy piaust'ble that a 

strong intention to switch s e ~ c e  providers is more Iücely to translate into witching 

behavior. Conversely, ifthe intention to switch a service provider is not strong, the 

likelihood of exhibiting switchiog behavior may be low. Assuredly, one of the 

assumptions made by Rust and Zahorik (1993) in developing a mathematical mode1 to 

predict the effect of customer satisfaction on retention in the services industry is that, 

"loyalty is a probabïüistic process, b d  on the propensity to be loyal". Proposition 3 

follows fkom this discussion, 

P3: The stronger the intention to switch service providers, the greater the likelihood 
of that intention king translateci into switching behavior. 

5.3 Prtdictinn Intentions fmm Attitude Towards Behavior and Subitctive Noms 

Similar to the role ofswitching intentions in predicting switching behavior in the 

services industry, the role of one's attmide towards switching and one's subjective n o m  

in prediction intentions to switch remains uwxplored. However evidence for the direction 

and strength of such relationships can again be found in the various applications of the 

theory of remoned action and the theory ofplmed behavior- As a general de, the more 

favorable the attitude and subjective nom with respect to the behavior in question, the 

stronger should be an individuais intention to perfom (Fishbein and Ajzai 1975; Ajzen 

and Fishbein 1980; Ajzen 199 1). 

Applying meta-analytic teclmiques to 87 studies of the theory of reasoned action, 

Sheppard, Hartwick, and Wmhaw (1988)' reporteci a mean R of .66 for the pndiction of 

intention to perforrn behavior fiom attitude towards the behavior and subjective nonns. 

These results were M e r  substantiated by the work of Van den Putte (1991), who 
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reporteci a mean R of -68 for the prediction of intentions to perfonn behaMor fiom attitude 

towards behavior and subjective noms. His results were based on a meta-analysis of 1 13 

articles. More recently, Ajzen and ûrivw (1992) provided strong evidence for the 

prediction of leisure intentions Eiom the attitudes and subjective n o m  with respect to 

the leisure activity under investigation East (1993) provides support for such relationships 

in a financial decision context. The study fomd that one's attitudes and subjective n o m  

were strong predictors of one's decision to tum in share applications. Taylor and Todd's 

(1995) study on the usage of information technology also provides convincing support for 

the prediction of intentions to use a particular cornputer resource center h m  the attitudes 

and subjective noms in relation to that resource center- 

ï h e  effects of one's attitude towards switching s e ~ c e  providers and the 

subjective n o m  that one faces in a situation of switcbg service providers on one's 

intentions to switch service providers has also not previously been considemi in the 

literature. However, given pmuasive evidence for the prediction of intentions f?om 

attitudes and subjective noms in diverse behavioral contexts, it seans intuitively plausible 

that fàvorable attitudes towards switching service providers and subjective n o m  shouid 

be strong predictors of intention to switch savice providers. Conversely, unfiivorable 

attitudes and subjective noms should be weaker predictors of intention to switch a service 

provider. Propositions 4 and 5 foliows fiom this discussion. 

P4: The more favorable the attitude towards switching , the stronger should be the 
the intention to swÏtch s e ~ * c e  providas. 

P5: The more favorable the subjective noms, the stronger shodd be the intention to 
switch service providers. 
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5.4 Ptcdictinn AItitudes Towrrds Behavior f ini  S u b i d e  Noms 

Consistent with Eagly and Chaiken's (1993) composite mode5 attitudes towards 

targets (here service quality) wuid "consist of evaluations of targets of behavior at any 

levei of abstraction" (p.209)' normative Sences  king one of the signiscant ones. If 

such was the case7 than subjective nonns wuld dso be seen as iduenciiig behavior 

through their direct impact on attitude towards behaviors. can happen in addition to a 

direct impact of subjective nonns on behavioral internions which is discussed in the 

previous section. In the present context, it signifies that if one has favorable subjective 

noms, i-e. one perceives favorable outcornes in ternis of approvai that the significant 

others are expected to express if &e engages in switching behavior, one will have 

favorable attitude towards switching s e ~ c e  providers. Conversely, if one anticipates 

disapprovd by significant other in relation to such a behavior, one is likely to have an 

ufivorable attitude towards switching senice providers. Heuce, proposition 6 

P6: The more fiivorable the subjective nonns, the more fiivorable stronger should be 
the attitude towards switching service providers. 

5.5 PFcdictiag Intentions and Beôrviot fmm Perceiveci Btbrvionl Coatrol 

5.5.1 Ptrctival Bebrviod Control 

Similu to the way that behaviorai beliets determine attitude towards the behavior 

and nonnative beiiefs detemine subjective noms, controt beliefs determine perceiveci 

behaviorai control in the theory ofplmned behavior. These "saiient" control beliefs are the 

belws about the fikliihoad thai one pmesres the remutces anù opporrunities thotdght 

necesurry to execute the behrn>ior. . . . (Eagiy and Chaiken 1993, p. 187). Hence an 



indÏÏduai's assessment of the resources and opportunities needed to perfonn a behavior, 

or aitematively, the constraints that dhe faces in the immediate situation that might 

prevent the performance of behavior, are equivaient to the construct perceived behavioral 

control (Ajzen 1985; Ajzen and Madden 1986; Ajzen 1991; Ajzen and Driver 1992; 

Madden, El ie~,  and Ajzen 1992; Eagly and Chaiken 1993, ). 

According to Taylor and Todd (L995), this notion of perceived behaviorai control 

includes two wmponents. The nrst component being the idea of selfflcacy espouseci by 

Bandura (1977, 1982). Bandura (1  982, p. 122) dehed the consmict as the one that , "is 

wncemed with judgments of how weU one can execute courses of action requüed to deal 

with prospective situations" or it is '?he conviction that one can successfully execute 

behavior.. ." (Bandura 1977, p. 193). in the Stream of research by Albert Bandura and his 

associates (Bandura 1977; Bandura, Adams and Beyx 1977; Bandura, Adams, Hardy and 

HoweUs 1980; Bandura 1982), defficacy has been shown to strongiy influence one's 

behavior. indeed, Ajzen (1991) views the work on ~e~efficacy as the major conmbutor to 

the knowledge of the role of perceivesi bebavioral control in prediaing behavior. The 

second composent of perceived behavioral conaol is the idea of faciiitating conditim 

proposed by Triandis (1977). Faditahg conditions reflect the availability of such 

resources as the, money, etc. required to perform a behaviot- Hence w d n t s  in 

perforrning a @dar behavior can arise due to lack self-eû'icacy and la& of fiditating 

conditions. 



5.5.2 Perceiveâ Switchinn Costs as Perceiveci Bebaviorrl Control 

One such source of constraints that consumers face ui case of switching related 

behavion are perceived switching b8mers/switching costs which make it costly for the 

customer to switch to another supplier (Ancireasen 1985; Fornell and Wernerfelt 1987; 

Fornell 1992). The abstract notion of switching cost has been viewed in the literature as 

the ccditljculty" or "disutility" involved in changhg over or switching (to a new 

product/se~ce/system) (Gilbert 1989), which is highly subjective, even emo tional and 

difficult to assess (Weiss and Anderson 1992). Search m a s  transactions costs, learning 

costs, loyal customer discounts, customer habit, emotional cost and cognitive effort, 

coupled with financial, social and psychological risks on the part of the buyer, al1 add up 

to perceived switching bamierdoosts (Fomell 1992). 

Few marketing studies have explored the notion ofswitching costs in decision 

making. Weiss and Anderson (1992) wnducted a study to examine the role of "perceived 

switching cost" in the decision to convert fiom a independent salesforce to a direct 

salesforce for various manufitcturers. The study clearty estabfished that the manufacturers 

are less iikely to convert if the overall "cost" (difficulty) of mritching is perceived to be 

hi&. Further, the perceived overall switching cost was duenced by such factors as the 

perceived set-irp cos& for the new system, the perceivecl rakedow~z costs of the existing 

system and the age of relationhip between the manufkctures and the independent 

salesperson. In studying vendor consideration and switching behavior for buyers in high- 



technology markets, Heide and Weiss (1995) suggest and empirically estabtish that 

switching costs act as a disincentive for the buyer to explore new vendors and that 

'0uyers will be motivateci to stay in exi-hg relationships to economize on switching 

costs". Based on the work of Jackson (1985), they wnceived switching wsts arising as a 

result of prior commitments to 1) a particular technology and 2) to a particular vendor. Ct 

is recognized that the above two studies f i if in the domaui of business to business 

marketing. However, the nature of theoretical reasoning behind the propositions in these 

studies and th& results lads  itselfto applications in the context of consumer marketing. 

Hence, my contention that the notion of switching costs is equaiiy meaningful in consumer 

marketing is supported by Fomell(1992, p. 10). He suggests 

TIiose [switching] bamers tend to be more formidable in business-to- 
business markets, but they can play an importani mle in amsumer 
markets as weu, 

The resuits above reflect relationships postulateci by the theory of planned 

behavior. According to the theory of planned behavior, perceived behavioral control cm 

effect behavior in two ways. It can indirectly inauence behavior through the intention to 

perfonn behavior, and it may have a direct influence on the behavior. The indirect effect is 

based on the assumption that perceived behavioral control has motivational implications 

for bebavioral intentions (Madden, Ellen, and Ajzen 1992). If an individual bdieves that 

for lack of requisite resources, s/he has M e  control in Moomiing a behahavi, then their 

intentions to perform that behavior wül be low. This rnay happai even ifthe individual has 

favorable attitudes andlor subjective noms towards the target behavior. Conquently, in 

hypothesizing a relation between perceived behavioral control and intention to perform 



behavior, the theory assumes that ùdividds intend to engage in behavior to the extent 

they have confidence in their ab'ity to perform that behavior (Eagly and Chaiken 1993). 

Hence, Proposition 7. 

P7 : The lower the switching costs perceived by an individuai in a d c e  switching 
context, the stronger is her/his intention to switch a seMce provider. 

On the other hand, the direct effect of perceived behavioral control on behaMor 

reflects the actual control that an individual has over performing the behavior. This efféct 

should be signincant when (a) the behavior in question is Orely to have some aspect not 

under volitional control and (b) perceptions of control over behavior are aawate 

Wadden, Ellen, and Ajzen 1992). Consequently, in the context of switchiag a semice 

provider, the implication is that perceptions of switching coas will also have a direct 

duence on the Nntching behavior. Consistent with the theory of planned behavior, the 

foiiowing proposition is suggested. 

P8: The lower the switching costs perceived by an individual in a seNice switching 
wntext, the more likely dhe is to switch a service provider. 

5.6 Summary: 

Till now I have looked at two diffkrent streams ofliterature in establishg 

relationships amongst fiictors identified as consequentid in a consumer's decision to 

çwitch service providers. On one hand, research in the areas of consumer satidction and 

s e ~ c e  quality has provided us with propositions relating to relationships amongst s e ~ c e  

qudity, consuma satisfaction and C O I ~ S U ~ ~ X ~ S  intentions to switch Service providers. 

SeMce quality, which is a general attitude, has an indirect e f f i  on a consumer's decision 

to switch &ce provider through a consumer satisfàction On the other han& theory of 



planned behavior links consumer's switching behavior to the consumer's intention to 

switch, consumer's attitude towards switching, consumer subjective n o m  and switcbing 

costs perceived by the consumer with respect to ber/his decision to switch a Service 

provider. Specifically, switching intentions are immediate antecedents of switching 

behavior. The extent to which one's intentions to switch wuld be translateci into switching 

behavior depends on one's attitude towards switching, one's subjective noms and 

switching custs perceived by the consumer. Favorable subjective noms can also be 

responsible for formation of favorable attitudes towards switcbg. Further, switching 

costs can also have a direct influence on switching behavior. 

The insights offered by both streams are signincant and discrete. Whde both 

streams add to our understanding of the process of switching behavior, there remains a 

missing iink which can bring perspicacity offered by the two strearns into one integrative 

framework. While one stream seeks to preûict switching behavior fiom a general attitude 

[an indirect e f f i  of sewice quality on a consumer's intention to switch], the otha Stream 

seeks to predict switching behavior Eom it's more proximal deterrninants[consumer's 

attitude towards switching, subjective norrns, and perceiveci switctti~g costs]. Research in 

the area of attitude - behavior relations provides an excelient aveaue for bringing the two 

streams together into one integrative fiamewotk This indeed, is the fôcus of the next 

chapter. 



Chabter 6 

A11'ITUDE BEEAWOR RELATIONS 

6.1 The lmmct of Attitudes On Behavior 

In the research on impact of on behavior, two distinct streams have 

emerged over the years. One xhod adheres to expectancy-value models where attitudes 

towards a particular behavior, specined in t e m  of action, target, context, and time, are 

deemed predicton of the behaviorai choices at hand. The t h e q  of reasoned action 

(Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Ajzen and Fshbein 1980) and the theory of planned behavior 

(Ajzen 199 1) are classic examples of such an approach. The other Stream of thought 

focuses entirely on predicting behavior nom more pneral attitudes. A major assurnption 

of this schwl ofthought is that generai attitudes are often poor predictors ofbehavior 

(Berger 1993). Hence, the emphasis is on idenllncation of moderator variables, i-e., 

examination of circumstances under which the general attitudes inhience specific 

behaviors (see Berger and Mitchell 1989 for a review). Variables as level of moraI 

reasonxng (Rholes and Bailey 1983) and havmg a dmr serf-comept (McArthur, Kiesler, 

and Cook 1969) have been shown to inauence the magnitude of attitude behavior 

relationships (Eagly 1992). However, one moderator variable, attiiude accem-bility (cf, 

Fazio, Chen, McDonel, and S h e m  1982; Fazio, Powell, and Herr 1983; Fazio 1986) 

has emerged as a dominant variable that Has been shown to Muence the magnitude of 

the attitude-behavior relationsbips. 

Ciearly, both attitude towards a particuiar behavior and the general attitude 

towards the target have signifiant inauence on behavior. W e  both schwls add to Our 



knowledge on the impact of attitudes on behavior, each misses out on the critical insights 

offered by the other. Hence, a more integrative approach is needed to understand the 

attitude - behavior relationships. Fazio's (1990) MODE model and a composite model by 

Eagly and Chaiken (1993) have been the recent efforts in such a direction. Eagiy and 

Chaiken (1993) offer a causal sequence that takes ùno account both a general attitude 

towards the target and, the more specific , attitude towards behavior , Le., one that is 

directeci fkom the general attitudes to a specific attitude. This is consistent with the 

externa1 vmabie argument in the theory of reasoned action (Fisbein and Ajzen L975), 

where attitude towards targets are assumeci to infiuence attitude towards behavior, 

through behavioral betiefs (see also Berger 1993). Despite some efforts at the theoretid 

level (e-g., Eagly and Chaiken's (1993) composite mode1 and work by Berger (1993) on 

environmental behaviors), there rematm uncertaiflty abarr the psychoIogrcaipr0~esises 

thrrt accminl for the hjluettce rhrd uitiîudes towmds -ers have on behavior (Eagly and 

Chaiken 1993, p.206). However, work by Mark Snyder and his associates provides 

insights into processes that intervene between the activation of attitudes towards targets 

and the elicitation of attitude relevant behavïors (ibid. 1993). 

6.2 Perccivcd Rdcvrnce 

in his work on consistency between attitudes and behavior, Snyder (1982) 

proposed the -&biliqprincipie which held that one's g e n d  attitudinal orientation 

must be available before that individual m l d  use attitudes to guide behavior. He also 



proposed a related priitcipie ofreiéwmce, wwch posited that before one could act upon 

one's [activated/available] attitudes' one must de& those attitudes as relevant and 

appropriate guides to the behaviorai choices at haud. Thus, an activated attitude may not 

effect a "seerningly" relevant behavior, ifone did not perceive it's relwance for the 

particuiar behavior (Eagiy and Chaiken 1993). 

Snyder (1982) fiirther suggested that the personality variable of self-mnitironng 

moderated the attitude-behavior relatiomhip. Specifidy, those individuals who 

monitored or guided their behavioral choices on the basis of situational information (high 

stv-monitoring NdniduaIs), correspondence between behavior and attitude ought to be 

minimal. By contrast, those individuals who guided their behaviorai choices on the basis of 

information fiom relevant imer States (low seIf-monitoring iradividk~is)~ the correlation 

between behaMor and attitude ought to be quite substantial. 

To explore the effects ofboth the relevmce principle and the avaiiability p ~ c i p l e ,  

Snyder and Kendzierski (1982) conducteci two experiments. They aeated three 

experimental conditions of aeither relevant nor available attitudes, available oniy attitudes 

and relevant only attitudes. Perceived relevance was conceptualized with the 

characteristics of lrnprtcmce (regardhg one's behavior as h a h g  important implications 

for fÙrthe~g one's attitudllial viewpoint, or regardhg one's attitudes as havhg important 

Unplications for one's actions) and Connecfedks (the decision that therefore one's 

attitude ought to be wmected meaningfuuy to one's behavioral decisiom). The authors 



suggested that both importance and Co~ectCdne~s went hand in hand It was hard to 

imagine one's behavior and attitudes as haWig important implications for each other 

without also believing that one's attitudes should be meaningfblly connecteci to one's 

actions and vice versa. 

The results hdicated that the attitude-behavior consistency increased for the low 

self-monito~g subjects in the attitude-available condition only whereas the attitude- 

behavior consistency was high irrespective of the level of self-monitoring in the attitude- 

relevant conditior The authors concludeci that perceived relevance may be a sufficient 

requirement for generating the correspondence between attitudes and behaviors. Eagiy 

and Chaiken (1993) l ien  the availability prïnciple to the concept of attitude uccessibiIity 

( e-g., Fazïo 1986). They fùrther suggest that accessibility is not a suffiCient condition to 

ensure a strong attitude-behavior ~nsistency~ because high-self monitoring individuals 

might not regard their attitudes as relevant to theu behavior even iftheir aocessibility 

increased. In contrast, the low-self monitoring indhiduals who consider attitudes as 

relevant and appropriate guides to action, should show a strong attitude-behavior 

comistency if the attitudes were made accessible. Hence, irrespective of the b e l  of self- 

monitoring, once attitudes were perceived as reievant to guiding actions' a strong 

correspondence between the accessed attitude and the partiailar behavior should emerge. 

Snyder and Kendzierski (1982) thought then were reasons to believe that 

refevance actuaüy subsumed availability. When one regardeci attitudes as refevant guides 

to choosing one's behavioral choice, one had to be knowledgeable about one's attitude 

before one could use those attitudes to guide action, Accurd'mgly, increasing the relevance 



of attitudes as guides to action could induce individuals on their own to kcrease the 

availability of  their attitudes to serve as guides to action, 

The authors tLrther indicated that the source of the particular effdveness of the 

relevance strategy was in the fm that this strategy concentrated its effkct directfy on the 

forghg ofa link between general attitudes and specinc behaviors - a link that endows 

attitudes with necessary implications for action That is, Relevance strategy was a 

fundamental motivational strategy that provideci individuais with a '0ebevhg means 

dokg" action struct~we for linking attitudes to their behaviors. An action structure being a 

set of instructional d e s  that directeci ind~duaîs to use a general attitudes of relevance to 

their current situation as guidelines for enacting specitic behaviors that accurately reflected 

those relevant general am tudes. 

Borgida and Campbell (1982) provide stmng support for such an argument where 

they dernonstratexi that the degree to which global attitudes and their behavioral 

implicatious are cognitively access&le/relevant may be a key detemiinant of attitude- 

behavior consistency. Thei. resutt however restncted such an effect of perceived 

reievance to the area in which individuals had reiatively iittle persorial expxience with the 

behavioral implications in a given behavioral domain. Nevertheless, that case for a 

significant influence of subjective relwance on global attitude-specific behavior 

consistency is strong. 

The above discussion has critical implications in the comext of savice switching. 
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Perceived service quality has b e n  conceptualized as a general attitude and the attitude 

towards behavior bas been expressed as attitude towards switching. Since the relationship 

between attitude towards Switching and switching behavior has been established eariier in 

the papef, our interest here is restricted to the relationship between s e ~ c e  qydity and 

attitude towards switching. Foiiowing the discussion above, how perceived service quality 

wili impact one's attitude towards switching which in tum may translate into switching 

behavior, wiü depend on the influence exerted by the perceived relevance of service 

qudity attitude. in other words, the relationship between service quality and attitude 

towards switchuig wiii be moderated by perceived relevance of s e ~ c e  quality in guiding 

the decision to switch service providers. This is consistent with Eagly and Chaiken's 

(1993) assertion that a subjective assesment of relevance is required to link attitude 

towards targets to attitude towards behavior. Such is the understanding behind 

Proposition 9. 

P9: Perceived relevance of service quality wül moderate the rehtionship between 
senrice g d î t y  and attitude towards switching. At higher levels of perceived 
relevance, service q d t y  will be positively associated with attitude towards 
switching. At lower levels of perceiveci relevance service quality will not influence 
attitudes towards switching service providers. 



Cba~ter 7 

ENPOTEESES APROPOS SSM and VAIUANTS 

7.1 Introduction 

Figure 2 illustrates the cornpiete SSM. The mode1 builds on relationships between 

different variables established in the earlier chapten and incorporates them into one 

cohesive framework. The model hence obtained is a process model of switching behavior 

in the s e ~ c e  industries. This chapter sumrnarizes this mode[ and Iists hypotheses 

suggested by earlier chapters. 

7.2 Mode1 Summarv 

The ultimate variable of interest in Our research is the switching behavior exhibited 

by consumers of a Service. Variables as switching intentions, consumer attitude towards 

switching, consumer subjective noms, and switching costs have been borrowed from the 

theory ofplanned behavior and the relationships between them are consistent with those 

proposed by the theory and with the limited research on service switching. In bnef, 

switching intentions are immediate antecedents of switching behavior. The extent to which 

one's intentions to switch wuld be transiated into switching behavior depends on one's 

attitude towards switching, one's subjective noms and switching wsts perceiveci by the 

consumer. Subjective n o m  can also innuence one's attitude towards switching. Further, 

switching costs cm also have a direct influence on switching behanor. 

Satisfaaon with the service provider is also expected to effkct intentions to switch 

service providers. Satisfaction in tum is iduenced by consumer's perception of 



service quaiïty of the service provider- in addition, s e ~ c e  quality is expected to effect 

one's attitude towards switching. Howwer this relationship is expected to be moderated 

by one's perceNeci relevance of the attitude. 

A large number of hypotheses are presented here by applyhg the mode1 and 

propositions mggesteci earlier in this paper to switching in sewice industries. The nature 

and strength of the relationships between different variables hypothesized wiii be 

determined by an empirical test. 

7.3.1 Hvmthests A D ~ I M B S  Satidaction with the Service Providtr 

H 1 : S witching Intentions can be expected to be iduenced by the consumer's perceived 
satidàction wnh the Service provider. That is, the lower the perceived satisfaction 
with the s e ~ c e  provider, the stmnger should be the consumer's intention to 
switch semice providers. 

7.3.2 EvDothese ADCODOS Ptrceived Service Ouditv of tbt Stmce Provider 

H2: Sati-on with the service provida can be expected to be Uifluenced by the 
consumer's perception of the &ce quaüty. That is, the more favorable the 
perceptions of service quality, the higher should be the co~lsumer's perceived 
satisfaction with the service provider. 

7.3.3 Hvwthucs ADCOROS the Tûmm of P).~~neâ Btbavior 

H3: Switching bebavior can be expected to be in&enceù by the intention to switch 
service providers. 'ïhat is, the stronger the mnmer's intention to switch the 
d c e  provider, the more successW they are predicted to engage in switchiag 
behavior. 

H4: Switchhg Intentions can be expected to be idluenceci by the consumer's attitude 
towards switching- T'bat is, the more favorable the attitude towards switctiing, the 
aronger should be the co~lsumer's intention to switch savice providers. 



Switching Intentions can be expected to be influenced by the consumer's 
subjective nom. That is, the more favorable the subjective nomis. the stronger 
shouid ôe the consumer's imanion to switch service providers. 

Attitudes towards switching can be apected to be iduenced by the consumer~s 
subjective nom. niat is, the more favorable the subjective norms, the more 
favorable shouid be the consumer's attitude towards switching seMe provkks. 

Switchiag Inteations can be expected to be influenced by the coasumer's perceived 
switcbing costs. That is, the lower the switching costs perceived by the consumer, 
the stronger should be the consumer's intention to switch s e ~ c e  providers. 

Switching behavior can also be expected to be influenced by the coosumers' 
perceived switching costs. That is, the lower the switchg costs perceived by the 
consumer, the more successtiil they are predicted to engage in switching behavior. 

Kg: Attitude towards switching can be expected to be influenced by the consumer's 
perceptions of s e ~ c e  quality of the Sennce provider. However, the e f f i  can be 
expected to be moderated by the consumer's perceived relevance of the service 
quality attitude. 

H9 (a): At higher levels of perceived re1evance7 perceptions of service quality can be 
expected to be positively associated with the consumer's attitude towards 
switchiag SeMce providers. 

(b): At lower levels of perceived relevance, perceptions of service quality can be 
expecfed not to be associated with the consumer's attitude towards Nntching 
service providers. 

7.4 Variant Mod* to the SSM 

Two variants of the SSM are presented in this section, as means for cornparison. 

F'dy,  1 explore the notion of habit or past behavior as an additional predictor in the SSM 

Secondiy, the externd variables mgurnent in the theory of reasoned action is used to 

propose another variant to the SSM. 



7.4.1 Infiuencts of Past Behavior or Habit 

Triandis (1977, 1980) intmduced the notion of habit and postulated that behavior 

was a joint outcome of intentions and habit. Further, simïlar to the theory of reasoned 

action, intentions were formed by attitude towards the act as weIi as social-nonnative 

considerations. The concept of habit as a determinant of behavior parallels the notion of 

ps t  behmior (Bentler and Specl<art 1979) as an additiod detenninant of behavior in the 

theory of reasoned action. Past behavior was postulated to have a direct &'kt on behavior 

in addition to an indirect e f f i  through intentions. Commentkg on Bentler and Speckart's 

mode4 Eagly and Chaiken (1993, p. 179) suggest that 

The addition of past behavior to the mode1 is emtoeatly senslie h m  
behmiotist perspectives which posailate ha î  bebasior is idïuenced by 
habit, or more gemaüy, by Vanous types ofamdïtioned rieleasers or 
leamed predispositious to cespond tbat are not readily encomnclcce+i by 
the concept of attitudes and intentions. 

Hence, for situation-specinc sequences that are or have becorne automatic and hence 

occur without seIGÏnstruction (Triandis 1980), pst  behavior or habit ought to contribute 

in predicting subsequent behavior over and above behaviod intentions (Chmg, Piliavin, 

and Caiiero 1988; Granberg and Hohberg 1990). Extending this ceasonhg to the theory 

of planneci behavior, East (1993) demonstrateci that past behavbr was a signifiant 

predictor of intentiom in addition to attitude, subjective n o m  and perceived contrd- as 

study investigated the application of the theoty of plannecl behavior to explain and predict 

investment decisiom for British goverment share offm. Hence? evidence to incorporate 

past behavior as an additionai predictor in a attitude - behavior mode1 is strong. This is the 

kst variant to the SSM that is proposed. Past switching bdiavior is included as an 



additional variable h a . g  a direct e&t on subsequent switching behavior as weil as an 

indirect effèct through intentions to switch. Figure 3 presents this variant model- 

The theoly of reasoned action ( Fishbein and Ajzen 1975; Ajzm and Fishbein 

1980) was propoKd as a complete theory of behavior under volitionai control. In other 

words, no other variable influenaxi behavior through intentions, except for one's 

subjective n o m  and attitudes towards the behavior. Variables not specified by the model 

such as one's attitude towards the target, demographics, personality traits etc. were 

labeled as extemai vanubies, wkch could e f f i  the volitional behavior only through the 

proximal determinants ofbehavior specified by the model. Even the theory of planned 

behavbr (Ajzen 1991), which extends the theory ofreasoned action beyond the realm of 

behaviors under volitional control, assumes extemil variables effect behavior through 

proximal deteminants specised by the theory of reasoned action. 

The discussion above suggests one more variant of the SSM model. Consistent 

with the extemal variables argument, satisfaction, lie ali vanables that are not included in 

the theory of reasoned action, might have some influence on the tenns of the d e l  (Eagly 

1993), attitude towards behavior behg the most significant. Hence, consumer satisfaction 

can effect her/his switching behavior through its impact on one's attitude towards 

switching. Conxquently, the next variant includes a dœuect path nom consumer 

satisfaction to attitude towards switching. This variant model is presented in Figure 4. 



The variants have been suggested as a means for comparison in terms of the extent 

to which each can be used to predict a consumer's intention to switch a service provider 

and subsequently herhs switching behavior. The assessrnent of this cornparison will be 

made using structural equation modeüng, cornparhg the models on the basis of their 

overall fit, explanatory power and signifiwce of paths. This approach is consistent with 

that followed by Taylor and Todd (1995) in cornparhg models of information technology 

usage. 

7.5 Summarv 

In summary, the question of what makes a consumer switch from one sentice 

provider to another can be examined by looking at factors iduencing the immediate 

antecedent to switching, the intentions to switcb The theory of planned behavior offen a 

comprehensïve model of the factors inûuencing one's behavioral intentions. In the context 

of service switchùig, one's attitude towards switching, one's subjective noms and the 

perceived costs that one faces in a switching situation &ect one's intention's to switch. 

Further, satisfaction with the s e ~ c e  provider has also been known to effect one's 

intentions to switch. As superordinate consmict to satisfhction, service quaîity is another 

important variable incorporated into the model. Since service qudty has been 

conceptualized as an attitudinal comtruct, thm a mechanism to tink this global attitude to 

the specific attitude of one's attitude towards switching is required- For this, the principle 

of perceived relevance of the senrice quality attitude is employed. As a result of such 



associations, a mode1 ofswitching in the seMces industries is proposed. In addition, two 

variants of the SSM are proposed as means for cornparison. 



Chmttr 8 

RESEARCE DESIGN, METEODOLOGY and RESULTS 

8.1 met ho do log^ 

In the prevkus chapters, literature tiom marketing, psychology and economic 

traditions was explored to denlop a process model for switching in the seMces hdustry 

by juxtaposing various propositions amongst consmicts of interest. For an empincal 

examination of the proposed model, measures needed to be adapted and improved. This 

chapter presents the proposed setting for an empincai test of the mode1 and the results of a 

pretest coaducted to develop and refine measures of the various constructs of interest. 

This chapter dso ïncludes a brief discussion on the proposed methodology for the main 

Calder, Phillips, and Tybout (1981) suggest that in theory fakicaficafion wntexts, 

respondents be selected fkom a sample homogeneous on nontheoretical variables. in 

addition, the research setting chosen should be one that aiiows operationalization of 

theoretical constructs and is free of extemal sources of variation, e-g., ûee of variation on 

variables not oftheoretical interest- The reasoning is that ( ibid., p. 202) 



This couid be achieved by using controlied laboratory settings. However, when research 

involves variables not easily measured under labontory settings, field setàngs are 

appropriate (ibid., 198 1). This is a relevant assertion in the present context because valid 

data on switching behavïor is dBcult to obtain in a laboratoty setting. Hence, a field 

setting is appropriate. 

To muumize the effect of extraneous sources of variation, it was suggested that the 

data be collecteci using survey data f?om the customers of only one c'Service77 provided by 

their banks or  trust agencies. Customers who hceù a decision whether to repurcha~e that 

"Service" from their financial institution or rmt at some point in the ,  were used as a focus 

for the survey. It is recognized that the study will be limiteci to only one service in the 

financial institutions. However, as suggested by Calder, Phillips, and Tybout (198 l), early 

empirical work can be productively done on smaii subsets of the general population and 

then progressiveiy replicated on more diverse sub-sarnples o v a  t he .  Hence, by choosing 

aistomers ofonly one "Service", wnfounds associated with differences redting nom 

including other financial seMces in the analysis are munmized 
* - .  In other words, factors 

extranemus to those being tested in the SSM mode1 but idiosyncratic to a particular service 

can potentially confound the analysis and hence results. In such contingencies, selectïng 

respondents which are homogenawis on nontheoretical variables is appropriate (ibid. 

198 1). 

The ccService" to be examuieci in the present context was mortgage, a d a b l e  fiom 

a wide variety of Canadian banks and trust agencies. For an empiricai examination of the 



SSM, two factors were raponsible for the choice of mortgages as the "SeMce". Firstly, 

mortgages are weli defined in t e m  of the four major characteristics that are used to 

differemtiaie services @om goods. A mortgage possesses the characteri-stic of IntmigbiIity 

to the extent that it cannot be experienced, seen, felt etc. before it is actually bought. A 

mortgage possesses the characteristic oflnwpaabiIity to the extent that both the service 

provider and the s e ~ c e  buyer are uivolved in the production of the mortgage contract. A 

mortgage possesses the element of VmàbiIity to the extent that the nature of the 

mortgage contract is largely dependent on who provides it and when and where it is 

provided. A mortgage dso possesses the characteristic ofPerishi6iiity to the extent that a 

mortgage contract cannot be stored or inventoried. Secondly, mortgages have a k e d  

renewal date and hence there is an opportunity for the collection of actuai behavioral data 

dong with behaviorai intentions - an undertaking aot possible in many service settings. 

8.3 Prettst Studv 

A pilot study was conducted with a convenience sample comprising stafF, faculty 

and graduate students at Queen's University, between February 6th and Febniary 14th 

1995. The primary aim of this pretest was to test and validate the various d e s  that 

would be used for the final test of the SSM model. Out of the 100 questionnaires 

administered, 52 usable responses were received. Appendk 1 contains the pretest 

questionnaire that was administered to the convenience sample. 



8.3.1 Measures 

The measurement of the study concepts involveci a combination of new and 

existing scales. Scales for Perceived Service Quality, Perceived Overaii Senrice Quaiity, 

Perceived Satidâction, Attitude Towards Switching, Switching Intentions, and Subjective 

Noms were adapted fiom existing d e s .  New scales were developed for measuring 

Perceived Switching Costs and Perceived Relevance. 

Perceived Semce Quality was measured using a modification of an existing scde: 

Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry's (1990) 22 item d e  for meamring perceptions of 

performance and features of a s e m a  provider. The 22 items intended for rneasurïng 

consumer expectations were not used. Items Al, A2, A3, and A4 in the questionnaire 

represent the TrgïMes dimension of perceived s e ~ c e  quality. Items AS, A6, A7, Ag, 

and Al0 represent the Reliabiliry dimension of perceiveci s e ~ c e  quality. items A l l ,  A12, 

A13, and A18 (reverse) represent the RepllSiVenes dimension of perceived quality. 

Items A14, AIS, AIT, and A19 represent the Assurance dimensions of perceived s&ce 

quality. Items A16, A#), Ml, A22, and A23 represent the Empathy dimension of 

perceived service quality. Studies that have used such performance-only d e s  have 

reported reliabilities in excess of the a = -70 nom ( N u d y ,  1978). For exarnple, Cronin 

and Taylor (1992) report an a = -925 for Banks, a = -964 for Pest Coatroi, a = -932 for 

Dry Cleaning and a = -884 for Fast Food, using the 22 item scak for measuring perceived 

service quality of these service providers. Howewr, tthey treated the SERVPEW as 

unidimensionai based on their factor analytic results. Gotlieb, Grewal, and Brown (1994) 



used a similar scale with LO items ( 2 for each dimension) and reportai an a = -95 in a 

hdth  care contact. Though they composeci two items nom each suggested dimension, the 

d e  was treated as uoidumnsiod. In addition, overall senice quality was measured 

using a three item scaie used by Taylor and Baker (1994), who reportai an a = -8840 for 

the d e .  Items AS, A24 (reverse), and B2 were the relevant measures. 

Perceived satisfaction was measured by adapting the six item satisfaction scale 

used by Oliver and Swan (1989) wbich is derived from the bipolar adjective scale of 

satisfaction tested by Westbrook and Oliver (198 1). Items Bla, Blb, B lc, B l d  Ble, and 

83 were the relevant measures. Oliver and Swan (1989) reported a reliabiiif~ coefficient a 

= -953 for their satisfaction scaie in an automobüe purchase situation. Variations on the 

scale have also reported strong reliabilities. For example, Spreng and Skgh (1993) used a 

four item bipolar adjective scale using poles as Very Dim@ed-Very Sztisfied, Very 

Displeased-Very Pleuse4 Temble-DeIigiite4 Fmstrateddcontented Gotlieb, Grewd, 

and Brown (1994) used a three item 7-point Likert type scaie (Strongly Agree-Strongly 

Disagree) with items 9 am happy about my decision to use the raamed hospital", '7 

believe 1 did tbe right thing when 1 used nripned hospital", and 'Vveridi, I am satisfied 

with the decision to use the nameci hospital". They reported a reliability coefficient a = -97 

for t heir d e .  

Perceived switching costs were conceptualized earlier as being equivalent to the 

construct of perceiveci behavioral control in the theory of planned behavior. Perceived 



behavioral control W e r  encompasses two components: facilitatrng comütiians and self 

eflcacy. To measure such a coostruct, items that reflected both an individuai's belief 

regarding access to resources and oppomuiities as wel h i d m  selfconfideace for 

engaghg in a behavioc of switching were required. Consistent with that notion, the sale 

for perceived switchmg costs was dewloped by adapting four items Eom the perceivecf 

behavioral control d e  used by Madden, Ellen, and Ajzen (1992): C3, C4, CS, and CI, 

one item &om the perceived behaviod control d e  used by Taylor and Todd (1995): C8, 

one item from the perceived switching cost sale used by Heide and Weiss (1995): C9 

(reverse), and two items €rom the perceived overall switching costs d e  u d  by Weiss 

and Anderson (1992): Cl0 and Cl2 (reverse). Al1 studies reported reiiability coefficients 

in excess of a = -70. 

The scale for attitude towards switching was adapted Erom the attitude towards the 

act scaie used by Ajzen and Driver (1992). Seven of  the original 12 bipolar adjective items 

considered pertinent in the present context were chosen7. Items Ch, Cl b, Clc, Cld, 

Clt, ClC, and CL1 represent the relevant measwes. The authors reported a reliability 

coefficient o fa  = -89 within subjects for their sale in the context of a leinire activity 

choice. The scale for subjective nom was adapted fÎom Taylor and Todd's (1995) scale 

of the same name for which the reliability coefficient a = -88 was reported. Two items, C2 

and C6 were used to measure subjective noms. Ajzen and Driver (1992) also used a 

sunilm two item sale and reported a reliabiiity coefficient a = -77 within subjects. 

7 For exampie, an item with pies as ugi'emtifii for measwing one's a # i W  towads switching from 
one bank to another was not considered suitable. 



For measucing switching intentions, Oliver and Swan's (1989) d e  ofbehavioral 

intention was adapted. Four items: Dl a, D l  b, Dle, and Dld were used to measure 

behavioral intent of switchg. Variations of the scale has been successfidly used by 

researchers in varid contexts. For example, Gotlieb, Grewai, and Brown (1994) use only 

the LikelyWnIikeiy, Pro&zble/lnpru&ble. and P~~bleflrnpossible items to measure 

behavioral intent in re-selection of a named hospital. They reported a reliability coefficient 

as high as a = -98. Bearden and Teel (1983) use only the Likeiy/CInli&iy and 

ProbabIe/;lrnprohbIe items to masure behaviorai intent in an automobile repair and 

s e ~ c e s  context. Reliability coefficients of pater  that a = -85 were reported for the 

initiai and the replication samples. For capturing additional variance, one item: M fiom 

the behavioral intention d e  used by Zeithad, Berry and Parasuraman (1996) was aiso 

included in the switching intention scale. An additionai reasotl was that the item was 

explicitly mted as a measure of propemllSIty fo ~&ch in their five dimensional behavioral 

intention battery. 

A new scale had to be developed for measuring perceived relevance of the service 

quality attitude for couple reasons. Firstly, d e r  studies that had used the concept of 

perceived relevance had done so in an srpairnental design where perceived rekvance was 

treated as an exogeaous variable and wss manipulateci ratha than measured (e.g., 

Snyder 1982; Snyder and Kendzierski 1982; Borgida and Campbeli 1982). Secondly, lack 

o f  manipulation checks in any of the three studies yielded no measure for the constnict. 



However, Snyder (1982, p. 1 17) very c l d y  identifies the manifestations of this relevance 

principle in an individual. 

One type of situation that ought to promote such a ̂ believing means 
Qing" orientation [uicrease perceived reievanœl is the one that 
induces idhiduais to adop an "advocacy" role. 

This advocscy role manifests itselfin the form of an individual seeking every opportuNty 

to say or do things that reflect and communicate those attitudes, to attempt to influence 

others, and to share those attitudes with others. Consistent with this argument, items El, 

E2, Es, E4, ES, E6, and E7 were developed in consultations with two other independent 

researchers. 

8.3.2 Psvcbometric Probtrties of the Pretest S d e s  

Almost all of the scales, with the exception of scales for perceived switchg coas 

and perceived relevance, have been weii tested and shown to be reliable in eariier studies. 

Reliabilities for d e s  used to measure Werent theoretical constructs in the pretest and 

results of an exploratory factor d y s i s ,  are reported in Appendk 2. The retiability of d 

the d e s  appear quite adecpmte given Nunnally 's (1 978) standard. For aU scales there is 

either no increase or no substantiai increase in the reliabiiity coefficient if one or more 

items were deleted nom that d e .  The only exception is the d e  for switchhg intentions 

where item D2 appears to be problernatic. If item D2 were deleted fiom the switchhg 

intentions scale, the reüability ofthe scale would increase from -85 14 to -8973. For the 

nnal analysis, this item will be deleted fiorn the d e  ofswitching intentions. No item from 

any d e ,  ex* D2 tkom the d e  of switcburg intentions, warranteci exclusion h m  

their respective d e s  in the light of high comected item-total correlations. The 



exploratory factor analysis did yield some insight into the dimensionalities of diierent 

scales. The scales of switchïng costs and perceived relevance imply a two dimensionai 

structure, whereas al1 other d e s  exhibit unidliensional structures in this preliminary 

anaiy sis. 

Also included in the Appendix 2 are results of an exploratory analysis done on al1 

items except the 22 items of the SERVPERF sale and item D2 fiom the switching 

intention scale. These 37 items were representative of7  undedying constructs. The 

exploratory factor analysis procedure did extract 7 dimensions which explained 

approxhately 79?! of the total data variance. However, the 7 dimensions do not represent 

the exact structure of the constmcts and overlaps ena. For example, Factor 2 seems to be 

a composite factor of the items of satisfaction and service quality. This is quite reasonable 

given a strong relationship posited between the two in the literatwe. Factor 1 seems to be 

a composite factor of the items representing attitude towards switcbg and switchuig 

intentions. This could be atîributed to the tàct that attitude towards switchïng is an 

immediate antecedent of switchuig intentions and hence a close relatiomhip between the 

two exids. Factors 3 and 4 are M y  consistent with the results of exploratory factor 

andysis on the items of switching wsts. However, the items of subjective devance (C2 

and C6) also load tàvorably on Factor 4, an unexpected result. Factors 5 and 6 are also 

reasonably consistent with the exploratory fàctor maiysis results on the items of perceived 

relevance reporteci earlier in the appendk Factor 7 is an oddity with only one item fkom 

the perceived relevance scaie loading on that bar. Though the resuits do not clearly 

extract the 7 variables as constructed, the pattern is M y  consistent with what could be 



expected giwn the nature of relatioaships amongst some van-ables. A d l  sample sîze 

may also have contributai to soute anomalous r d t s .  

A preliminary dimensionality anaiysis of the SERVPERF scale was also done. The 

final statistics, the Scree plot and the fmor pattern ma* aIi generated by SPSS-PC, an 

included in Appendix 3. Consistent with earüer shidies in service q d t y  (cf. Cronin and 

Taylor 1992), the OBLIMIN oblique factor rotation procedure was used to perform factor 

analysis. The produre produced a four tàctor solution which captureci nearly 73% of the 

data variance. This result is partially supportai by the Scree plot, which seerns to suggest 

a two or three dimensional structure. This is attniutable to the fhct that the 1st two 

factors account for only 13% of the data variance- For the four extracted dimensions the 

factor pattern rnatrix clearly suggest an overlap on the items belonging to distinct 

dimensions. For example, Factor 1, is composed of items A6, A7, and A9 belonging to the 

dimension of Reliabiity, AI 1 belonging to the dimension of RepllSjVeness, A20 and 

A2 1 belonging to the dimension of Empatlhy. The only factor that is somewhat congruent 

with the proposed dimension is Factor 2. Items A2, A3, and A4 ail belonging to the 

diemion Tmigbies load fkvorably on Factor 2. However, the fourth item belonging to 

Tmgibles - Al, loads on Factor 4. The results are inconsistent with the five dimensional 

structure proposed by Parasuranan, Zeithami, and Berry (1988, 1991) and reflect the 

concenis raiseci in the literanire about the dimensionality in variations of this 22 item 

service qiialïty d e  (cf B a b h s  and BoUer 1992; Carman 1990). 



So fir we have eommented prunarily on the interna1 consistency of various 

constructs. However, conclusions about the issues of validity, reliability and 

dunensionality of the constnicts d i d  above can only be drawn from stuciy on a larger 

scale. The main study wiU provide stringent tests for such issues in addition to testing the 

proposed process mode1 of switching behavior in the services hdustry. Some questions, 

which fiom their comments appeared to be problematic for the pretest respondents, were 

reworded. In addition, two items for the past experiencehabit scaie, adapted fiom the 

East (1993) study, have been included. &pendu< 4 contains the cover letter (invitation to 

participate and confidentiality assurance) and the questionnaire that was used for the main 

midy . 

8.4 Main Studv 

8.4.1 Method CK Data C o i i d o n  

A database of approximately 50,000 mortgage customers of varied Canadian 

banks and trust agencies was purchased fiom the Canada Mortgage and Housing 

Corporation (CMHC) (However, CMHC are not associateci with this study in any fonn). 

The database included names, adâresses and the mortgage renewal date ofcustomers who 

were up for reaewai between Juiy 19% and October 1996. Customers whor mortgages 

were up for renewal in by eady ûctober made up the sampüng frame. Surveys measUnng 

service quality, satisîàdon, attitude towards switchg, subjective noms, perceiveci 

switching wsts, prior &ence with switching, paceived relevame and switching 



intentions were rnailed to 4000 aistomers one month More their respective renewal 

dates. The wvenng letter and the questionnaires were p ~ t e d  with the Queen's 

University, Schwl of Business logo. Prepaid reply maii emrelopes were included with the 

siuveys for the respondents to return the completed suweys. A usable sample of 416 was 

obtaïned. Surveys which were filied out after the mortgage reaewai dates and m e y s  for 

which mortgage renewal dates feli a£tec October 15, 1996 are not a part of this usable 

sample. Data on the dichotomous variable ofactual behavior, that is whether the 

respondent has renewed the mortgage £tom their bank or switched to another bank, was 

then collected fiom respondents via telephone in late Odober 1996. Each telephone 

interview lasted for an average of 3 munites. Appendix 5 contains the protocol for these 

interviews. A mail survey was administered to these respoadents. Out of the 4 16 usable 

samples, a final sampIe of 37 1 was obtained for Stage 1 of the analyses &ef the 

telephone interviews. Misshg data (except for demographic variables) in these surveys 

was replaced with the series meam 

Respondent demographics (see Appendix 6 for demographic protile charts) were 

rneasured by sex, age, education levels, personal incorne and household income. 68.5% of 

the respondents were d e  and the remahhg 3 1.5% were fernales. 3.5% of respondents 

for the nnal sample were less than 26 years of age, 42% were between the ages of 26 - 35, 

36.9% were between the ages 36 - 45, and 17.58% were above 45 years of age. 8.4% of 

the respondents had not completed high school, 23.2% were high school graduates, 36.4% 

had either a technical or a community coliege diplomq 19.4 % had an undergraduate 



degree, and 12.1% had a pst-graduate degra?. 0.5% of the respondents did not diwlge 

information about theV educationai levels. 5.8% of the respondents had personal incomes 

les  than $20,000,34% had personal incornes between $20,000 - $39,999,42.5% had 

personal incornes between $40,000 - $59,999, 12.6% had personal incomes between 

$60,000 - $80,000, and only 5.1% had personal incomes exceediig $80,000- 1.6% of the 

respondents did not divulge their personal income. For their households, only 3% reported 

incomes Iess than $20,000, 14.3% reported incomes between $20,000 - $39,999,3 1.3% 

reported incomes between $40,000 - $59,999,28.1% reported incomes between $60,000 

679,999, 12.1% reported incomes between $80,000 - $100,000, and 10% reported 

incomes exceeding $ 100,000.2.2% of the respondents did not diilge idormation about 

their household incornes, 

8.4.2 Measurement Modd 

A three stage analysis was performed for the measurernent model. In the nrst 

stage, exploratory fitaor analyses ( p ~ c i p a i  component d y s i s ,  varimax rotation) and 

reliability analyses using SPSS for Wmdows were perfomed to refine the scaies. ui the 

second stage, the scales obtained as a result of analyses in the first stage were subjected to 

a codkmatory factor d y s i s  using LISREL8 to assess convergent validity and intemal 

consistency. Discriminant validity for all possible pairs of wnstructs was performed in 

stage three of the analysis. 



Ail 37 items m e a s u ~ g  7 constructs from the pretest study were retained for this 

stage ofthe analysis. In addition, a 2 item d e  to measure the constcuct of pst 

experiencehabit was included in the main study survey. Sixnilar to the pretest study, some 

prelirninary psychometric anaîyses were perfomed on the scales using SPSS for Wmdows. 

Appendix 7 contains the sumrnary of these analyses. 

For the o v e d  perceived s e ~ c e  quality scde, an a = -8744 was obtained. 

Exploratory Eictor analysis results suggested a one dimensional structure. Items 88, 824 

(reverse), and C2, were the relevant measures. AU items for the scde were retained for 

stage 2 OP the anaiysis. 

For the perceived satisfaction scale, an a = -972 1 was obtained. Items Cla, Cl b, 

Clc, Cld, Cle, and C3 were the relevant measUres. However, if item C3 were to be 

excluded nom the scale, the reliability of the scale increases to an a = -9779. Hence, item 

C3 was dropped Eom the perceived satisfàction sale for stage 2 of the anaiysis. This is 

further substantiated by redts of the exploratory factor analysis which suggested that 

item C3 only contriiuted a minor percentage to the total variance of the construct ( 0.9 

%). 

For the attitude towards switching d e ,  an a = -9682 was obtained. Exploratory 

factor analysis suggested a one dimensional structure. Items Dla, D l  b, DLc, Dld, Dte, 

D 1 f, and D 12 were the relevant measures. AU items for the sale were retained for stage 2 

of the analysis. 





For the perceived relevance consmict, exploratory tàctor analysis suggested two 

factors. One factor consistai of items M, F5, and F6 and the other factor wnsisted of 

items FI, F2, F4, and FI. As stated eariier, perceiveci relevance manifests itseîfin an 

individual in tenns of an advocacy role that d e  adopts in reflecting and communicating 

some attituddattitudes (here senice quality). The 6rst three items refîected the notions of 

advocacy in communicaîing their attitudes to the employees ofa bank and three of the 

latter four items(F2, F4, and F7) rdected the notions of advocacy in communicating their 

attitudes to people important to the respondents. Hence, the perceived relevance scale was 

divideci into two d e s  labeled PREL-I (F3, FS, and F6) and PREL - 2 (items FI, EL, F4, 

and F7). Reliability analysis on these d e s  resulted in an a = -7750 for PREL - L and an a 

= -7179 for PRU. - 2. However, if item FI were to be excluded Eiom the PREL-2 scale, 

the reliabüity of the d e  increases to an a = -771 5. Hence, three items for PREL-1 and 

three items for PREL-2 were retained for stage 2 of the analysis. 

For the switching intentions d e ,  an a = -9349 was obtained. The r d t s  of 

exploratory fâctor analysis suggested a one dllaensional structure. Ela, Elb, Elc, and 

Eld were the relevant items. However, if item Elc were to be exdudeci firom the d e ,  

the reliab'ity of the s d e  increased to an a = -9623. Hence, only t h e  item were retained 

for stage 2 of the analpis- 

8.4.2.2 Strnt 2 - Convernent Vaîiditv rad Internai Coasistencv of the W u  

A con6rmatoty factor andysis was perfomed on the scales (excluding behavior 

and the single item d e  for the constnict of past eXpenence/habit ) involving the 



measures that were retained for analysis &et an exploratory examination in the eariier 

section. The con£irmatory factor analysis was conducteci with LISREL8 (Jorakog and 

Sorbom 1993). For the assesment of the model, muhiple Et indices are reported. The 

traditional 2 is reported. However, ssinc e2 may be an inappropriate measure to assess 

the fit of m d s  with large sampk sizes (Browne and Cudeck 1993, Marsh 1994). five 

additional fit indices are also reported: X2 /&(Chi-square/Degrees of Freedom) (Wheaton, 

et. al., 1977); AGR ( Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index) (Yoreskog and Sorbom 1993); 

RMg (Relative Non-Centdty Index) (McDonald and Marsh 1990); RMSEA (Root 

Mean Square Error of Appdmation) (Steiger 1990); and CF1 (Comparative fit Index) 

(Bentler 1990). Acceptable model fits are indicated by the values of x2 I d f  below 5.00, 

AGFI exceedhg 0.80 (Taylor and Todd 1995). RNI values exceeding 0.90 (Marsh L 994), 

CR values exceeduig 0.90, and the RMSEA values below O. 10 with values l es  than 0.80 

suggesting an adequate fit (Browne and Cudeck 1993). Standardized data was used for ail 

subsequent analysis. Standardization of data is desirable when several variables are king 

used in an anaiysis because the measures may be sensitive to diffkring scales. The process 

of standardkation cCeliminates the bias introduced by the clifference in the sdes of the 

several attriibutes or variables used in the analysis" (Hair, Anderson, T a t h  and Black 

1995, p. 435). 

The overd model nt indices indicated that the model was reasonably consistent 

with the data, with the al1 the fit indices at or M e r  than the recommended values (x2 = 

1203 -85 [p c 0.0 11, df = 49 1, x2/df = 2.45, AGFI = 0.80, RN1 = 0.94, RMSEA = 0.063, 

and CFI = 0.94). 



To fiirther assess the validity ofthe measures, BoUen (1989) suggests a scrutiny of 

factor loadings as well as the squared multiple correlations between the items and the 

constructs. Factor loadings of 0.60 are generally considered the minimal level at which 

convergent validity couid be suggested (Bagom and Yi 1988). For the squared multiple 

correlations, values above 0.40 are suggestive of a substantial shared variance with their 

hypothesized consmicts (Taylor and Todd 1995). in addition to assessing validity of the 

measures, intemal consistency measuresg (Fomell and Larker 198 1) were calculated for 

each scale/construct with factor loadings obtaiwd from the confinnatory factor analysis. 

Table 1 provides the factor loadings and the squared multiple correlations for individual 

items, in addition to the internai consistency measures for each construct. 

Ail measures with the exception of item EZ for the PREL-2 scale exhibited 

substantive convergent vaIidity with their respective constmcts. Since F'2 did not meet the 

minunal criteria for convergent validity based on t a s  fàctor loadings and the squared 

multiple correlation, it was deleted fiom the PREL-2 scale for stage 3 of the analysis. 

Results nom Table 1 are also conclusive of scales/constnicts that are adequately 

intemally consistent. Appeadk 8 contains the descriptive statistics for the summated 

scales- 

8.4.2.3 Stage 3 - Assasine Discriminant Vdidih monpst Constructs 

Discriminant validity tests were pafonmd on ail possible pairs of constructs. A 

summary of the 45 pairs examinai for d i m t  vaiidity tests can be found in Tables 2a 

- 2i. If the correlation between huo constructs is signincantiy different from 1 .O, 



discriminant validity is established. For al1 45 pairs, this is clearly established by looking at 

the bivariate correlations reported in the tables. In addition, divergent validity can also be 

statistically demonstrated using a chi-square difrence test. Salisbury, Gopal and C h  

(1 9%) suggest one such procedute in which a chi-square diffaence test is perfonned 

between two models: one in which the correlation between the constmcts is fieely 

estimated; known as the fiee model and the other in which the come1ation is fixeci to be 

1 .O; known as the 6 x 4  model. A chi-square dierence greater than 3.84 (a = -05) would 

niggest tbat two consmicts are statisticaîly diffèrent- The results of Tables 2a - 2i clearly 

demonstrate the discriminant vaiidity of constructs in ail possible pairings. 

8.4.3 Structural Models 

Hypothesized paths in each of the three models proposed earlier (See Figures 2,3 

and 4) were tested using LISRU8 (Joreskog and Sorbom 1993) with maximum 

Iikelihood (ML) estimation. Since the moderating variable perceived relevana was spiit 

into two variables (PRELJ and PRELREL2), a total of six models were estimateci. For each 

model, o v e d  f5t, predictive power and the si@cance of the paths were considered. 

for each dependent consmict was examined to assess explanatory power, and the 

significance of individual paths was assesseci. Since this study involved a cornparison of 

alternative theoretid models, LISREL, which is suggested as an appropriate technique 

for such analysis (Joreskog 1993), was useci. In conducting the d y s i s  all hypothesued 

paths except those leading d i rdy  to switcbmg bdiavior were estimateci. Since LISREL is 

incapable of analyzhg data where the dependent variable is a binary variable, an 

internai Cons&ency = (us2 1 (CQ* + ZVar(e, where Var(€,) = 1- h2 87 



alternative technique was used to estimate direct paths to the switching behavior 

constnicts. In addition to the wmplenty ofestimating the d i  effkcts to a dichotomous 

endogenous variable, this study also imrolved estimating interaction effeds in each of the 

three models. T hus, the anaiysis proceeds in two stages. 

Since hypothesis 9 suggests that the conscnicts of service quality and perceived 

relevance interact in their effect on the wnstruct of attitude towards switching, 

procedures for estimahg this interaction effect using structurai equation modeling were 

employed. This is appropnate skce ahemative procedures çuch as product term 

regression analysis and aibgroup anaiysis are limitecf in their abüity to provide robust 

estimates. As suggested by Ping (1 995, p. 336) 

. . . , the most popllar estimation technique, ~iegression, bas been shown to 
p h c e  d c i e a t  eshates tbat are bïased and inconsistent for îatent 
vanable interactions or qiiadratics -er and OIES 1983). 
Al- such as subgnnrp anaiyüs appoaches tbat invaive sampie 
splitting to &ect the vanables, are criticized for their ductÏon of 
sbtisticai power and îhe resultani Wrelihood offidse cüscu-tion 
(Cohen and Cohen 1983; Iaaad, Tunisi, and Wan 1990). 

Product indicant anaiysis, the technique used to estirnate intenidon effects using 

structural equation models, avoids the limitations ofproduct tenn regressioa analysis and 

subgroup analysis (ibid. 1995). Hence, the produa indicant analysis technique was used to 

estimate interaction effkcts in this study. 

TO assess the main e f f i s  and the interactive relationship betwem service quality 

and perceived relevance in predictaig attitude towards switctillig, 1 used the procedure 



suggested by Ping (1995). A hear tenns only meastuement model was estimated for al1 

constructs. Appropriate loadings and error estimates for the constructs ofsemce quality 

and perceNeci relevance were used to construct the loadihg and error temis for the 

interaction const~~ct. As opposed tu the Keuny and Iudd (1984) approach ofcreating 

multiple nonlinear indicants ofthe interaction constnict, h g  (1995) suggests creating a 

single indicant for the interaction construct. The bnnula are 

The estimates for various parameters from the measurernent model are given in Table 3. 

Parameters calculatecl for the various structurai models to be tested are given in Table 4. 

The structural equation model was estimated using LISRUI. 

8.5 Estimation Direct Paths to the Switchinn Behaviot Constmct 

In each of the six moâeis three direct paths to switchg behavior had to be 

estimated: 1) Switching Intentions + Switching Behavior, 2) Faciütating Conditions + 

Switching Behavior, and 3) SelfEfficacy + Switching Behavior. In addition, one direct 

path: Habit + Switching Behavior had to be estimateci in the 'Aabit" variant to the SSM 

model. To accomplish this, measurernent and s t m d  parameters for each of the models 

were used to caldate factor scores for the coasmicts of SWifchùig intentions, PSWC-1, 

PSWC - 2 and habit. These estimatecl nictor scores were used as inputs to a logit mode1 

where fâctor scores for switching intentions, nicilitating conditions (PSWC-I), sdf 

efficacy (PSWC-2) and habit (O* in the "habit" variant to the SSM) were regressed on 



the dichotomous dependent of switching behavior. LOGISTIC REGRESSIûN 

procedue in SPSS for windows was used to anaiyze the data 

The results of the IogistÏc regression are generally assesseü in a three step fsshion. 

Firstiy, the goodness of fit of the model is assesseci using the model x2 and the 

classification resuits. The model X2 test represents the hypothesis that the hypothesized 

modei is not statistidy différeat corn a model with only a constant tecm (Hosmer and 

Lemeshow 1989). Alternatively, the statistic tests the nuü hypothesis that ali model 

parameters are 0. Obviously, for a mode1 to be robun the model x2 needs to be 

significant. In other words, the goal is to reject the nul1 hypothesis. In addition to the 

model x2, o v e d  fit of the mode1 rnay also be assessed by how weU the model can classi@ 

the data on the predicted binaiy variable. After, the goodness of fit evduation, the 

second siep is to asses the àiirectionaiity and the strength of the regression parameter 

coefficients. Besides interpreting the sign of the coefficients for directionality, Wald's 

statistic is ernployed to test the nuil hypothesis that the coefficient is not different nom O. 

Finaily, some conclusion about the predictive power of the models could be made by 

cornputing it's pseudo-~2 (~ldrich and Nelson 1990). 

8.6 FUN Modds fStrucîural and Logistic) - Testian the Hvmtheses 

The estimation of the niII models was split up uito two batches. First, the SSM and 

it's two variants were estimated for models includllig the constnict of PREL-I . The same 

procedure was repeated for models inchding the coostnict of PREL-2. 



8.6.1 Estimrtinn FuU Modds with PREL 1 

8.6.1.1 The SSM 

Overail the fit statistics indicate that SSM provides a good fit to the data (X2  = 

1 106.33 [p < 0.011, df = 440, X2/df = 2.51, AGFI = 0.8 1, RNI = 0.94, RMSEA = 0.064, 

and C R  = 0.94). Aithough the x2 value is signifiant, al1 other fit masures are within the 

range suggestive ofa good model fit. The models accounts for 90% of the variance in 

satisfaction, 78% of the variance in attitude towards switching and 76% of the variance in 

switcbg intentions. Table Sa presents a summary for the structurai part of the full model. 

As indicated in Figure Sa, most path coeEcients were as hypothesized. The paths 

60m satisfaction, attitude towards switching and fàcilitathg conditions (PS WC- 1 ) to 

switching intentions were signifiant, as were the paths fkom seMce quality to satisfaction 

and attitude towards switching. The path from subjective n o m  to attitude towards 

switching was aiso signifiant. The path 6om seifefficacy (PSWC-2) to switching 

intentions was nonsignifiant. Ofnotable Unportance is the nonsignificance of senice 

quality - perceived relevance interaction in predicbng one's attitude towards switching. 

However, the model predicts a direct significant effect of perceived relevance 

on one's attitude towards switchiag. In brief, 1 found support for hypotheses Hl, H2, H4, 

and H6. Partial support for H7 was found, since only the fucziitating conditions 

wmponent of switching costs had a signifiant &ect on SWifching intentions. Selfflcucy 

failed to show any signifîuiat efféct on switcfiing intentions. 1 could not find any statisticd 

support for hypotheses H5 and Hg. 



Based on the signifiant model X20fthe logistic regression model, it is plausible 

that we reject the null hypothesis that ali model parameten are 0. Since, the nul1 is 

rejected, it provides evidence for the goodness of fit of the model. The goodness of fit 

could be m e r  examined by examinhg the dassification tables. Clearly, a very high 

percentage of the total cases were correctiy classifkd (88.41%), providing further 

evidence of the goodness of it as weli as a strong predictive power of the model. 

Examining the standard erron apd Wald's statistic for variables of interest in the logistic 

regression model, a signifiant effect of switching intentions on switching behavior was 

detected. However, faciiitating conditions and self efficacy fded to have a significant 

effect in predictïng switching behavior. ïhe intercept term is also sigdicant, ïndicating an 

innate tendency towards switchhg even in ideaf situations. The predictive power of this 

regression is measured by a statistic labeled the pseudo-p. Though a number of these 

pseudo-R~ measures have been proposed and employeâ, in logistic models there is no weU 

defined baseline to measure the wmputed correct prediction rate against (Aldrich and 

Nelson 1990). Hence, these summary measures should be used with caution. Based 

on one formulation of the pseudo- R* measuretO, the logistic regression model accounts 

for 30.h ofthe variance in switching behavior- Table Sb presents a sunmiary of the logistic 

regression part ofthe hll model. 1 found statistical support for hypothesis H3, howeva 

hypothesis H8 codd not be statistically supporteci. Table Sc contains the classification 

results. Figure Sa Summarizes the model. 

'O  PS~UQIR~ (Aldrich aud Nekm 1990) = c/(N+c). where c?2 siaîistic for the overail fit a d  N is the 
total sample size 



8.6.1.2 The Infîuenct of Pwt Ex~tritncdHabit - Vsriuit 1 

Overali, the fit statistics indicate that this variant modd also provides a gwd fit to 

the data, though again the X2value is signÏfïcmt (x2 = 1 145.21 [p < 0.011, df = 465, X2/d€ 

= 2.46, AGF? = 0.8 1, RN1 = 0.94, RMSEA = 0.063, and CR = 0.94). The M is 

comparable to that of SSM- 

The model accounts for W h  of the vm-ance in satisfàction, 78% of the variance in 

attitude towards switching and 76% ofthe variance in switching intentions. Table Sa 

presents a summary for the s t n i d  part of the full model. There in no addition in the 

predictive power of this variant in compGson t o  that ofthe SSM The increase in model 

complexity does not provide a better prediction of intentions to switch. Hence, the 

addition of habit as a predictor does not, in this case, help to better understand switcbg 

intentions relative to the SSM. It is no surprise then, that, the path fiom habit to switching 

intentions is non-signincant . 

As indicated in Figure 5b, path coefficient 6om satisfhction, attitude towards 

switchiag and Wtating conditions (PSWC-1) to switching intentions were signifiant, as 

were the paths fkom service quality to satisfaction and attitude towards switcbing. The 

path from subjective nom to attitude towards switcûing was also signifiant. The path 

from seifefficacy (PSWC-2) to switching intentions was nonsignincant. Consistent with 

the SSM resuits, the &ce quaüty - perceived relevance intexaction has a nonSigninant 

effèct in predicting one's attitude towards switching. However, the model predicts a 

direct sigaifiant effect of perceived relevance on one's attitude towards switching. 



Based on the signifiant d e l  Jofthe logistic regression modei, it is plausible 

that we reject the ndi  hypothesis that aii modei parameters are 0. Since the null is rejected, 

it provides evidence for the goodness of fit ofthe model. The goodness of fit could be 

fùrther examùied by examining the classincation tables. As Ui the SSM, a very 

high percentage of the total cases were comectly classined (88.14%), providhg M e r  

evidence of the goodoess of 6t of the model. Examining the standard errors and Wald's 

statistic for va"ables of interest in the logistic regression model, the pattern of the results 

is identical to those in the SSM. Switching intentions have a sigaincant e f f i  on the 

swïtching behavior and both facilitating conditions and seifeffcacy have a non-sigmficant 

effect on switching behavior. ui addition, there was w si@cant effect of 

past behavior/habit on switchiag behavior. The mode1 accounted for approxhately 30% 

of the variance in switchhg behavior. Table 5b presents a suimnary of results for the 

logistic regression. Table Sc contains the classification results. Figure Sb sumrnarizes the 

model, 

8.6.1.3 The "Extemal Variable* Amment Modd - Variant 2 

Oves the fit statistics uidicate that this variant model also provides a fit 

comparable to the SSM and the 'Babit'" variant model, though again the 2 value is 

signifiant (x2 = 1 11 1.20 [p < 0.011, df = 440, X2/df = 2.52, AGF? = 0.8 1, RN1 = 0.94, 

RMSEA = 0.064, and CR = 0.94). 

The model accounts for 90% of the variance in satisfàction, 78% of the variance in 

attitude towards switching and 76% of the variance in SWifching intentions. There in no 



addition in the predictive power of this variant in cornparison to that of the SSM and the 

'Aabit" variant. Table Sa presents a summary for the structurai part of the fun model. 

As indicated in Figure Sc, path coefficient &om attitude towards switching and 

facilitahg conditions (PSWC-1) to switching intentions were sigdïcant, as was the path 

from service quaiïty to sati&ction The path fiom subjective noms to attitude towards 

switching was also significant. The path fiom selfefficacy (PSWC-2) to Nntching 

intentions was nonsignificant. Consistent with the r d t s  of the eariier models, the senice 

quality - perceived relevance interaction has a nonsignificant effect in predicting one's 

attitude towards switching. A h ,  the model predicts a direct signîficant effect of 

perceived relevance on one's attitude towards mritching. Though there is no reduction in 

the variance of attitude towards switching compared to the eariia models, the path 

hypothesized by this variant is nonsignifiant. In addition, the path fkom service quality to 

attitude towards switching, which is signifiant in the earlier models, is also aoasignificant. 

Based on the signifiant mode1 X2 of the logistic regression modei, it is plausible 

that we reject the n d  bypothesis that ali model parameters are O. Since the nuU is rejected, 

it provides evidence for the goodness of fit of the model. The goodness of fit could be 

M e r  examineci by examinkg the classification tables. Identical to prior mdels, a very 

high percentage of the total cases were correctly classified (88.41%), providing m e r  

evidence of the goodness of fit of the model. Examiniag the standard erron and Waid's 

statistic for variables of interest in the logistic regresion mode!, the pattern ofthe results 

is identical to the earlier models. Switching intentions have a significant &kt on the 



switching behaMor and both facilitating cond'ttions and self efficacy have a non-signiticant 

effect on switching behavior. A signïficant intercept tenn is also present. The model 

accounted for approximately 3% ofthe variance in switching behavior. Table Sb presents 

a summary of results for the logistic regrasion. Table Sc presents the classi6cation results. 

Figure Sc summafizes the tùll model. 

8.6.2 Estimatinn Full Modeis witb PREL 2 

8.6.2.1 The SSM 

Overaii the fit statistics indicate that SSM provides a good fit to the data (x2 = 

1044.97 [p < 0.011, df = 410, X2/df= 2.54, AGFI = 0.81, RNI = 0.95, RMSEA = 0.065, 

and CFI = 0.95). Although the x2 value is signifiant, dl other fit measures are within the 

range suggestive of a good model fit. The models accounts for 90% of the variance in 

satisfaction, 80% of the vwîance in attitude towards switching and 76% of the variance in 

switching intentions. Table 6a presents a suarmary for the structural part of the full model. 

As indicated in Figure 6 4  most path coefficients were as hypothesized. The paths 

nom satisfaction, attitude towards SWifching and tàcilitating conditions (PSWC-1 ) to 

switching intentions were signifiant, as were the paths f?om seMce quality to satisfaction 

and attitude towards switching. The path fiom subjective noms to attitude towards 

switching was also siBmficant. The path fiom selfefficacy (PSWC-2) to switching 

intentions was nonsignificant. This model also exhibits the nonsignîfïcance of seMce 

qudity - perceived relevance interaction in predicting one's attitude towards switching. 

The model predicts a direct significant efkct of perceived relevance on one's attitude 

towards switchiag. in brief, I found support for hypotheses HI, H2, H4, and H6. Partial 



support for H7 was found, since oniy the faciiitatîng conditions component of switching 

coas had a signiscant effect on switching intentions. Serf-eflcacy failed to show any 

signifiant e f f i  on switching intentions- I could not find any statistical support for 

hypotheses H5 and W. 

Based on the signifiant model X2 of the logistic regression model, it is plausible 

that we reject the nul1 hypothesis that al1 model parameters are O. Since the nuU is rejected, 

it provides evidence for the goodness of fit of the modet. f he goodness of fit could be 

b h e r  examineci by examining the classification tables. Clearly, a very high 

percentage of the total cases were corrdy classifiai (87.60°/0), providing tùnher 

evidence of the goodness of fit of the model. Examinhg the standard errors and Wald's 

natistic for variables of interest in the logistic regression model, a significant effect of 

switching intentions on switcbg behavior was detected. However, fkcilitating conditions 

and seifefficacy fded to have a signiscant &ect in pndicting switching behavior. The 

intercept tenn is also signüïcant. The logistic regression rnodel also accuunts for 30% of 

the variance in switching behavior. Table 6b presents a summary of the logistic regression 

part of the fidi model. 1 found statistical support for hypothesis H3, howevex hypothesis 

H8 codd not be statistically supporteci. Table 6c presents the classification resuhs. Figure 

6a summarizes the tÙil model, 

8.6.2.2 The iaflutnce of P u t  E s ~ c r i e n e ~ b i t  - Variant 1 

Ovedi, the fit statistics indicate that this variant mode1 also provides a good fit to 

the data, though again the X2 value is signiocant (x2 = 1083 -30 [p c 0.0 11, df = 434, x2/df 



= 2.49, AGFI =0.81, RNI =0.94, RMSEA= 0.064, and CFI =0.95). The fit is 

comparable to that of SSM. 

The mode1 accounts for 90% of the variance in satisfaction, 8% of the varÏance 

in attitude towards switching and 76% of the variance in switching iatentions. Table 6a 

presents a summary for the structural part of the tùii modei. Again, there in no addition in 

the predictive power of this variant in cornparison to that of the SSM- The increase in 

model cornplex. does not provide a better prediction of intentions to switch. Hence, the 

addition of habit as a predictor does not, in this case a h ,  help to better understand 

switching intentions relative to the SSM. Consequently, the path from habit to switching 

intentions is non-sigdicant. 

As Uidicated in Figure 6b, path coefficient corn satisfaction, attitude towards 

switching and facilitating conditioas (PSWC-1) to switchùig intentions were signifiant,  

as were the paths 6om service quaiity to satisfaction and attitude towards switching. The 

path 60m subjective noms to attitude towards switching was also sigdicant. The path 

fiom self efncacy (PSWC-2) to switching intentions was nonsiiificant. Consistent with 

the SSM results, the service quality - perceived relwance interaction bas a nonsigxüficant 

effect in predictiag one's attitude towards switching. Howwer, the model predicts a 

direct sigdicant effwt of perceived relevance on oae's attitude towards switching. 

Besed on the significant model x2 of the logistic regression modei, it is plausible 

that we reject the nul1 hypothesis tbat aii mode1 parameters are O. Since the nuii is rejected, 

it provides evidence for the goodness of fit of the model. The goodness of fit could be 



fiirther examineci by examining the classification tables. As in the SSM, a very high 

percentage of the total cases were correctly classified (88.14%). providing W e r  

evidence of the goodness of fit of the model. Examining the standard mors and Wald's 

statistic for variables of interest in the logistic regression model, the pattern of the results 

is identical to those in the SSM. Switching intentions have a signiscant eff'éct on the 

switching behavior and both faditating conditions and selfefficacy have a non-significant 

effect on switching behavior. In addition, there was no sigràficant eEect of past 

behaviorhabit on switching behavior. The model accounted for approximately 30% of the 

variance Ui switching behavior. Table 6b presents a summary of results for the logistic 

regession. Table 6c presents the classification results. Figure 6b s u d e s  the above 

füll model, 

8.6.2.3 The 'CEsternal Variable" Amment Moôd - Variant 2 

Overail, the fit statistics indicate that tbis variant model also provides a fit 

comparable to the SSM and the ''habit" variant model though again the ag value is 

significant ( X 2  = 1049.62 [p < 0.011, df= 410, ~ * / d f =  2.56, AGFI =0.81, RN1 = 0.95, 

RMSEA = 0.065, and CF1 = 0.95). 

The model accounts for W h  of the variance in satisfaction, 78% of the variance 

in attitude towards switching and 76% of the variance in switching intentions. Table 6a 

presents a summary for the structural part of the fidi model. niere in no addition in the 

predictive power of this variant in cornparison io that of the SSM and the "habit" variant. 



As indicated ia Figure 6c, path coefficient fiom attitude towards switching and 

facilitating conditions (PSWC-1) to switching intentions were sigaincant, as was the path 

h m  service quaiïty to satisfaction. The path fiom subjective noms to attitude towards 

switching was also signincant The path tiom selfefficacy (PSWC - 2) to switchhg 

intentions was nonsignifiant. Consistent with the results of the earüer models, the s e ~ c e  

quality - perceived relevance interaction has a nonsignificant effect in predicting one's 

attitude towards switching. Also, the model prdids a direct significant efféct of perceived 

relevance on one's attitude towards switching. Though there is no reduction in 

the variance of attitude towards switching compareci to the earlier models, the path 

hypothesized by this variant is noasignificant. In addition, the path from service quality to 

attitude towards switching, which is significant in the eariier rnodels is also nonsignifiant. 

Based on the signifiant model X2 of the logistic regression model, it is plausible 

that we reject the nuii hypothesis thit aü mode1 parameters are O. Shce the nuii is rejected, 

it provides evidence for the goodness of fit of the rnodel. The goodness of fit couid be 

M e r  examined by examhhg the classification tables. As in prior models, a very high 

percentage of the total cases were corredy classified (87.33%)' pmviding M e r  

evidence of the goodlless of fit of the model. Examinhg the standard errors and Wald's 

statistic for variables of interest in the logistic regression mode4 the pattern of the results 

is identicai to the eariier models. Switching intentions have a signincant effect on the 

switching behavior and both fâcilitating conditions and selfefficacy have a non-signifiant 

effe*. on switching bebavior. A significant intercept term is also present. The model 



accounted for approximately 30% of the variance in switching behavior. TaMe 6b presents 

a sumrnary of redts for the logistic regession. Table 6c presents the classification results. 

Figure 6c summarVRs the full model. 



DISCUSSION 

9.1 Summaw 

This research was aimed at developing a better understanding of how and why 

customers switch s e ~ c e  providers. Specifically, the research involved: identeng factors 

that influenceci customers decision to switch s e ~ c e  providers and how these factors 

intluenced the decision rnaking process. These issues were investigated within the 

framework of Service Switchkg Model (SSM): a model developed using literature from 

economics, psychology and marketing. Two variants to this mode1 were dso proposed, 

primarily for means of cornparison Data fiom a field mdy of 37 1 mortgage customers of 

van-ous Canadian banks and trusts were used to test these models using stmctural 

equation modeling. The empiricai investigation was liniited to testhg the proposed models 

with data from different bank customers on ody one type of srnice. Thus, although 

theoreticai devdopment of the pmposed modek involved l i t m e  from diverse streams 

across vafious service settïngs, genemhtion of these resuits outside of mortgage 

services should be done with caution, 

1 will first discuss the results of the SSM. Then a discussion on the cornparison of 

the SSM resdts to the two variants wül follow. Since the pattem ofresults in models 

involving PREL-I and PREL,-2 are comparable, the discussion is applicable equally to 

both set of models. I wiii then pro& with a discussion on theoretical implications and 

avenues for *ire research The chapter concludes with a discussion on the manageriai 

implications of this study. 



9.2 The SSM 

9.2.1 Detmninrnts of Attitude t o w d s  Switchinn Behavior 

This study hypothesized that service quality and perceived relevance would have 

an interactive effect on one's attitude towards switching. However, the empirical results 

indicate main effècts of both service qudity and perceived relevance on one's attitude 

towards switchhg senice providers and no interactive effect. Higher levels of both factors 

result in a lower level of one's attitude towards switching service providers. The 

relationship between senrice quality and one's attitude towards switching seems plausible. 

Cf one perceives that herhs s e ~ c e  provider gives herhrn high levels of service quality, 

herlhis attitude towards leaving that seNice provider ought to be unfavorable. This result 

is consistent with the extemal variable argument of Fishbek and Ajzen (1975) as well as 

EagIy and Chaiken's (1993) argument regarding the impact of attitudes towards a target 

(service quality) on attitudes towards the behavior (attitudes towards switchhg). 

Summarüy, both attitudes towards behaviors and attitudes towards a target should be 

retained in any causal models that involves an attitude-to-behavior sequence (Eagiy and 

Chaiken 1993). In such a sequence, "one's attitude towards the target probably does corne 

to mind before attitudes towards the behaviors in which one engage in relation to 

that target" (E@y and Chaiken 1993, p.205). For the nonsignincant interaction effect, it 

mi& be afgued that though an individuai might have to pacQve some Ilnk (perceived 

releva=) between the general attitude and the behavioral possibilities at hanci, at a 



minimum, the general attitude ( s e ~ c e  quality) might have a signincant eEect on a specific 

attitude (attitude towards switching) (Eagly 1992). The results suggest that Snyder' s 

(1982) relevance strategy rnay not work across a broad spectrurn of behaviors. Even 

Snyder and Kendzierski (1982, p. 1 8 1) suggest that the relevance strategies might work 

only when they can induce a âelieving meanhg doing" orientation in indi~duds. Since 

the only construct measured was perceived relevance, and no mesure was taken to 

ascertain whether t k  perceived relevance indeed induced a C'believing meanhg doing" 

orientation, a nonsigoincant interaction effect could possibly indicate a lack of inducement 

of such an orientation, 

However, it is not very clear why higher levels ofperceived relevance might 

lower one's attitude towards switchg to a difièrent service provider. tt is uncertain how 

adopting an advocacy role in communicating and reflecting a general attitude (here s e ~ c e  

quaiity) could have an impact on a specsc attitude (here attitude towards switching 

service providers). It may be the case that adopting an advocacy mle inûuences the 

incihidual to perceive it as a coping mechanism to alternative behavioral choices at hand. 

in the present context, a customer rnight see her/his advocacy role as a m e m  of either 

reinforcing the service providers gwd efforts or as a way of idionnllig Service provider of 

their lapses in @ocmance (here senrice quality) (Phg 1993). In such cases, one is likely 

to find a significant negative relationship between perceiveci relevance and attitude 

towards switching, since the customer sees the advocacy role as a viable alternative to 

indulging in a switching behavior. 



As hypothesized, subjective n o m  have a significant effect on one's attitude 

towards switcbg service providers. The more favorable perceptions ofapproval kom the 

signinmt others in relation to switching behavior, the more tjivorabk the attitude towards 

switcbg fiom that s e ~ c e  provider, reinforcing the relationship suggested by Eagly and 

Chaiken's (1 993) '%omposite mode1 of the Attitude-BehaMor Relation". 

Summarily, the r d t s  were sufficiently consistent with the hypothesized 

relationships in SSM. Though senice quality and satisfacton were closely related, a 

signiscant distinction between the two could be established. Further, seNice quality was 

significant as a superordinate coostnict to satisfaction This result is consistent with the 

m e n t  understanding ofthe relationship between the two constnicts in the literature 

(Cronin and Taylor L 992; Oliver 1993 b; Gotlieb, Grewal aad Brown 1994). Hence, the 

higher the level of perceiveci service quaiity* the higher the perception of satistàction with 

the s e ~ c e  provider. in addition, satistàction with the Service provida was a sigaificant 

predictor of one's intention to switch nom that Setvice provider. The more satisfiied a 

customer is with a &ce provider, the lesser is her/his propensity to switch to a 

cornpetkg service provider. 

A arstomer's attitude towards switching appears to be an important deterrninant 

of a aistomer's intention to switch Senrice providers, with higher lewls of this factor 

being associateci with a higher propensity to switch seNice providers. 



interestingly, subjective n o m  only have an indirect effect on one's intention to 

switch service providers. Subjective n o m  appear to have a significant effect on one's 

attitude towards switching, and a nonsignificant direct &ect on intentions to switch. The 

direct effect of subjective n o m  on one's anitude towards switcbg is as hypothesized. 

However, the interestkg case is the wnsimcance of it's effect on switching intentions. 

This nonsignXcant efféct remains even when the path between subjective noms and 

attitude towards switching is eliminated in the structural models. It is possible that 

respondents perceived other people's preferendapprovai for their actions in t e m  of 

behavioral beliefs rather than normative beliefs. In such a case, subjective n o m  could also 

be seen as a determinant of one's attitude towards the behavior (Smetana and Adler 1980; 

Eagly and Chaiken 1993) and not that ofintentiom. Since the present study did not 

explicitly measure normative beliefs, the control over interpretation of subjective n o m  in 

terms of behavioral or normative beüefs might have been lost. 

SeiGefficacy did not appear to have any signiscant eEect on one's intention to 

switch service providers. However, hcilitating conditions did have a signifiant effect on 

one's intention to switch service providen. An possible explanation for the nonsignifiant 

effect of selfed5cacy on intention to switch savice provider may lie in customers 

evaluation of the behavior. Ifa behavioi is positively evaluated one might h d  a significartt 

e f f i  of sdfefficacy on behavioral intention, However, this c'causd Enk seems less 

reasonable for negatively evaluated behaviors" (Eagly and Chaiken 1993). In the present 

wntext, switching behaMor might have been evaiuated as a negative behavior, and hence, 



a nonsignificant effect. It needs to be pointed out here that this evaluation of switching 

behaviot is entirely différent 6om attitude towards switching frorn a service provider. 

While the former is a general evaluation of the behavior known as "switching", the latter is 

a specific evaluation ofengaghg in mitchhg behavior with respect to a particular senrice 

provider. 

Though customers intention to switch sence providers has a signifiant impact 

on one's switching behavior, neither self+fficacy nor facilitating conditions had a 

signifiant direct e f f î  on switching behavior. Hence, both components of perceived 

switching costdbehavioral control failed to Uimience the behavior directly. This is 

plausible because c'Strictly speaking, ofcourse, it is achlai control that is expected to exert 

a direct influence on behavior, not perceived control." (Ajzen and Madden 1986). Since 

we can only measure perceptions of behavioral control and cannot determine actual levels 

of control, the r d t s  obtained are consistent with the argument above. Ia addition, it is 

argued that a direct effect of perceived behavioral control can only be obsewed under 

certain type ofbehaviors. As East (1993, p.365) suggests 

it is argwî here tbat thisla direct influence of perœiveû bebavioral 
contrai) happs when peupie are trying to do someîbing tbat they 
cannot easüy & but cannot easily escape h m  &hg, for example to 
passanexamofgiveupcigiuetresgiuetreshtbecaseofmocediscrai~nary 
actions s p ~ h  as finan& immîment peupie who Qubt k i r  abiüty to 
& sornething elect no to try; thus PC changes intention and only in 
this way afXects behavior. 



Hence, in case of a discretionary behavior such as switching service providers for 

mortgage s e ~ c e s ,  we are more likely to see oniy an indirect influence of perceived 

switching costs on switching behavior through switching intentions. 

9.3 Comnarinn the Variants to SSM 

Resuits nom chapter 8 are suggestive of the fact that neither of the two variants 

add to Our understanding of the switchuig behavior phenomenon Adcihg past 

experience/habit as an additional vananable to the SSM resulted in a nonsab@cant effect on 

switching intentions. In addition, neither was there any increase in amount of variance 

explained in switching intentions nor was there any signifiant change in the fit statistics. 

Typicaily, when the fit statistics and explanatory power of the two models is comparable, 

the '%est" mode1 is the one which is the most parsimonious (Bagozzi 1992). However, one 

needs to be cautious when establishg tradeofi between parsimony and wntnhtions to 

the understanding of a phenomenon Taylor and Todd (1995, p. 168-169) comment 

An extensive discussion of the parsiatooy in the history of science and 
its relationship to stnidaral apatbn mockling is pcuvided by Muiaik 
et al, (1989). By their reasaning, a mode1 that pmvïdes good 
prediction while using the fewcst pedidors is prrfecable. Oiher 
cesearchers however, have argueû îhat psümparsim6ny, in and of itselfl is 
not desiraMe but rather is desuable oniy to the extent that it tàciiitates 
understandllig (Browne and Cudedr 1993, McDonaid and Miush 
1990)-Basedonihis1~a~0nùig,we~assertthai,assuming 
ceasonable fit and explaaatory powet, amciels shouid be eraluated in 
terms ofboth panimony ami tbeir cont r i ion  ta understaadùig. For 
pediaive, practicai applications ofiht mode& parsimony may be more 
heavily weighed- In trging to oblaia the most mapiete uiuic?ilrtanding 
of the phemmenan, a de- ofparsimony may be sacrüïced. 

Consistent with the ibove argument, it is not difEicu1t to decide h e m  the SSM and the 

habit variant. As stated earlier, neither does the addition of habit add to our understanding 



of the phenomenon, nor does it have any efféct on the explanatory power or the fit 

statistics. In addition, it is less parsÏrnonÏous than the SSM. Hence, the SSM appears to be 

supenor model to the habit variant There is also some argument for not finding habit to 

be a sigdcant predictor of behavioral intentions in the present setting. Past behavior can 

generally contribute to behavion that are more habihial then reasoned (Ajzen 199 1). 

Hence, for a behavior such as switching nom a service provider that requires substantial 

reasoning, one may not find past experience havuig a significant effit on switching 

intentions- 

The cornparison of the SSM and the extemal variable variant model is however not 

that straightfonvard. For one, the overaii level of parsimony both models are identicai as 

they employ same number of predictors. Secondly, the varÏance explained in attitude 

towards switching, satisfaction, switcbing intentions and switchg behavior is identical. 

The fit statistics are also equivalent. Hence, fit statistics, explanatory power and parsimony 

being equivalent, the only bask for cornparison between the two models appears to be 

their contniutions to the understanding of the phenomenon 

It is clear that the SSM provides results which are more consistent in our 

understandhg of the services marketing litetatuce as weU as psychology literature. 

Satisfaction is deemed to be an important pdictors ofone's behaviod intentions (c.f 

CronÏn and Taylor 1992). Sunüarly, attitudes towards a target are an important antecedent 

to attitudes towards behavior, speci6caUy in my causal models that involves an attitude- 

to-behavior sequence (Eagly and Chaiken 1993). These two relatiomhips supportcd by the 

SSM, are nousigniscant in the extenial variables argument variant. If we choose the 



extenial variables argument model over the SSM, we lose important insights into the role 

of customer satisfàction and service q d t y  Ïn a model ofcustomer switching behavior in 

the Senrices industry. For a bener understanding of the attitude - behavior links in any 

phenomenon, it is imperative that other psycho~ogical factors that also determine behavior 

be taken into account (ibid. 1993). In the present coatext, the choice of the extemal 

variables argument model over the SSM amounts to overlooking the impact of such 

psychological factors on customer switching behavior. Herne omitting contniution of 

service guality and customer satisfaction to our understanding of the switching behavior 

phenornenon may be costfy because both service quaiity and satisfaction are criticai to the 

success ofany semice organization (Rust, Zahorik and Keiningham 1996). 

This research represents one of the 6rst attempts at gaining a fùil understanding 

into the phenomenon of customer switching in the SeMces industry. The development of 

the SSM involveci integratin8 research €rom such diverse areas as marketing, psychology 

and economics. Though the negative consequaices of senice switchmg has been an ara 

of great concem for &ce h s  (cf. Rust, Zahorilg and Keiningtiam 1995). semice 

switcbing fiom the aistoma's paspeaRre has reniaineci virtuaüy unexploreci in the 

marketing literature (Keaveney 1 995). 

This dissertation provides signifiant contniutions to the 6eld of marketing and 

psychology. Perhaps the most important being the identitication of factors that contribute 



to a customer's decision making process regarâiig switchhg service providers. The real 

life empicical se thg to imrestigate the phenomenon was dso signifiant for the model 

development. In addition, the inclusion of actuaî behavior dong with behaviod intentions 

adds to the validity of the model. Behavioral intentions can only be viewed as an hpetfèct 

proxy for behavior, hence application of results obtained from just behaviorai intentions is 

always problematic. Given the paucity of studies that wllect actual behavioral data and the 

problems with using behavioral intention data as a proxy for actual behavior (Keaveney 

1995), this research contributes by colecting actual switching behavior data in addition to 

the behavioral intention data. This should provide insights into the nature of the 

relationship between behaviod intentions and a d  behavior, a cause that merits study in 

a service switching context (Zeitharni, Berry and, Paraauaman 1996). 

This research adds sigiiificantly to the field ofpsychology by exploring the 

relationships between general attitudes (service quality) and specific behaviors (switching 

Service provida), a critical but vastiy unexploreci area of research. Further, the attitude 

c o n c e p t u ~ t i o n  of service quality also brings in an attitude - behavior hmework to the 

domain of services lÏterature, another uainvestigated area. The implications of this are 

clear, since the SSM clearly suggests distinct and significant contriiutions to Our 

understandhg of the switchg phenomenon off& by ôoth fields (Services literature and 

the attitude-behavior literatwe). 

The results also have some significant implications for the theory of planned 

behavior. firstly, the importance of the theory of pianned behavior in understanding 



customer switching behavior cannot be denïed. The results c l d y  indicate the importance 

of one's attitude towards the behavior, subjective nom, perceived behavioral wntrol and 

behavior intentions in predieting bdiavior. AU these factors are integral to the theory of 

planned behavior. The resuits reflect the success of the theory of planneci behavior in 

understanding behavion as diverse as leisure behavior (Ajzen and Driver 1992) and 

problem drinking (Schlegei, d'Avenias, Zanna, DeCourvuille and Manske 1990). Hence, 

understanding of my behaviod domain requires that the theory of planned behavior be 

used as a hdamental mode1 (Bagozzi 1992). However, one needs to distinguish between 

a thwry that is hndamental to understandimg a phenomenon versus a theory that is 

sufficient to understanding the same phenomenon. As the discussion early on this chapter 

suggest, sufficiency of the theory rnay be in question when facton extenial to the theory of 

planned behavior are likely to have an impact on behavior. h addition, they may not be 

relegated to the position of being "exterual variables" inûuencïng ody the determinants of 

behavior wnsidered in the theory of planned behavior. These additional factors need to be 

considered in tenns of their distinct influences on behavioral intentions or behavior as 

infomed by an appropriate theory. The vahe of research Iies in bringing other theoretical 

fiameworks together with the theory of planned behavior to enhance our understanding of 

a wide specmun of behaviors. in addition, meny of the relationships suggested by the 

theory of planned behavior rnay not necessarily ho1d across this spectrwn- For example, if 

the behavior is aegatively evaluated, selfefficacy may not be a sigdcant predictor of 

one's behaviorai intentions wntrary to it's significant effit ifthe behavior was waluated 



positively, are there conditioas under which subjective nom might have an effect on 

one's attitude towards switching and not on one's behaviorai intention?; perceiveci control 

ody has a direct influence on behavior in when ind~duals are trying to do something 

that neither can easily do, nor easily escape âom not doing it. Additionai research is 

needed to identify behavioral domains where relationships suggesteà by the theory of 

planned behavior rnay not necessarily hold. However, the research need wt end at only 

the identification of these behavioral domairis, but t needs to go further by suggesting 

alternative relationships which might be ofconsequence in our understandhg of such 

behaviors. 

What do these results suggest to the senice provider?. ne mode1 helps ident* 

important factors that impact on a aistomer's decision rnaking process when dhe is faced 

with the decision of whether or aot to switch h e r h  m e n t  service provider. Such 

diagnosis cari act as guide to the actions that may be taken by the s e ~ c e  provider to 

d u c e  tendencies to switch on the part of it's customers and hence avoid the negative 

outcornes associatesi with customer switching 

It is clear fiom this study that service quaiity is extremely Unportant. The results of 

this study suggest to the Service provider that not only is it instrumental in changïng the 

perceptions of satisfaction, it is a h  an agent of attitude[towards switching] change. If 

ina& consumer satkdiiction, change in attitudes towards switching and customer 

retention is indeed the goai, then it is pragmatic that the mangers foais their efforts on 



activïties that enhances the lwel of seMce quaiity ofthe firm. However, there is one 

caveat. Since, the relationship between service qualiîy md customer satisfaction can also 

depend on the type of  the service offieci by an orgsnization, there should be an explicit 

recognition of the relationship between service quality and consumer satistàction in their 

s e ~ œ  industry. The allocation of resources towards service quality and -orner 

satisfaction prograrns wiii be dictateci by the directionality and strength of these 

relationships. 

Subjective noms are also imponant agents of attitude change. This might have 

implications for the promotionai sorts of the service providers, where the seNice 

provider might want to establish possible consequences of switching such as stress, 

inconvenience etc. to people signifiant to the decision maker in a service Nntching 

context. 

Since costs of switching inhibit customers fkom engaging in switching behavior, it 

may be a appropriate strategy for the service provider to hcrease the costs associatecl with 

switching. in the mortgage services contexts* banks and trusts already have rnoneiary 

penalties in place to discourage people fkom switching to a different s e ~ c e  provider. 

However, in committing to such activities* a Senrice provider may run the nsk of 

discouraging switching behavior on part ofthe aistomers fkom its cornpetitors. For 

example, let's assume the customer of service provider "A" is thinking about switching to 

service provider '73". However, if dhe perceives that the service provider 'W has high 

barriers to exit in place for its own customers Cui tenns of high switching costs), s/he 

might see it as a barrier to entry spaciaily ifthe customa wants control over the length of 



stay with any organîzation. Hence, thought has to be @en to the extait to which such 

sttategies are employed. 

Last but not the least it is essential that while monitoring service quality and 

customer satisfaction pmgrams, &ce providers need to track not just the behavioral 

intentions of it's customers, but also actual switching behavior statistics. If the 

congruence between the two is low despite successftl service quality and customer 

satisfaction prognuns, it might be appropnate to look for alternative explanations of the 

p henomenon. 

9.6 Limitations and Avenues for Future Rtscarch 

Pustly, it is important to realire that the settïng only allowed for an understanding 

of directional relationships amongst factors of interest, and not causal conclusions. Causal 

inferences for the hypothesized relationships will probably be bea made by under 

controiied acperïments with subsets of the SSM For example, to test whether service 

quality &écts one's attitude towards switching ody uuder conditions of high perceived 

relevance may be best done in a controlied expriment where levels of perceived relevance 

could be rnanipulated. 

For some of the relatiomhips it could be argued that either they work in the 

direction opposite to that hypothesized or that the relationsôip was noruecursive. The 

classic example is that of the relationship between service quaiity and satisfaction, where 

arguments fQr either of the above relations exist. For example, while Gotlieb, Grewal and 

Brown (1994) found that service quaiÏty influences satisfàctioa in a medical Sennes 

wntext, while Bitner (1990) saw seMce encounter ~ ~ c ~ : t i o n  as un iqmt into the more 



generul c o ~ c t ,  percefved Service quafity (or attitu&), . . . and reported a sigdicant 

path £kom satisfaction to perceiveci service quality based on data on consumer perceptions 

of satisfaction and service at an internationai airport. Since these conflicting results 

came fiom two dinerent service settings, it rnay be the case that the type of s e ~ c e  

settïng has a signifiant effèct on the nature of the relationship between the two 

constnicts. It has been suggested that types o f s e ~ c e  settings where Iittie or no emotion 

is aroused vls where strong emotions are aroused and where "'essential aspects" of s e ~ c e  

are absent or present could dictate the nature of relationship between service quality and 

customer satisfkction @abhoilcar 1995). It wiU be a worthy project to classify s e ~ c e  

industries based on the existencehon existence ofthese eff is ,  so as to explicitly 

r e c 0 g n . i ~  the variety ofrelationships that can exkt betweetl just two factors. 

Another area of concem is a very high correlation between s e ~ c e  quaiity and 

customer satisfaction Though statisticai divergent validity was established, the high 

correlation may be an indication of faet that respondents saw Little ditFerence between the 

two. Aitematively, senrice quality couid have been perceived as a cognitive evaluation and 

satisfaction as an affective evaluation of the service. Hence, though the respondents might 

have paceived the two constructs as different, they might have fek the pressun to 

respond consistentiy. ln either caw, the pend and paper measures employed in this study 

are Limiteci in theu ability to tease out such differences. Experhental methods may be best 

suited for such purposes. 



Given that this is one of the first attempts at understandimg the phenornenon of 

customer switching in the seMces industry, it is plausible that there are stiii additional 

variables to be invdgated. The percentage of variance scplained in switching intentions 

and more ünportantly in switching behavior suggests that there still is a substantiai deal of 

variance that rernains umxplained in these factors. Factors such as price considerations 

(Maairsky, La B a h  and AieUo 1987; Zeithami, Beny and Panwnunan 19%), 

relatioaship with the senice provider (Crosby and Stephens 1987), variety seekuig 

behavior (McAlister 1982), altemative attractnreness (Pïng 1994) rnight be responsible for 

such unexplained variance. 

The nonsigaiScance of the interactive relatiomhip between service q d t y  and 

perceived relevance in predicting attitudes towards behavior is surprising. Perhaps more 

surprising is the unexplaiued significant relationsbip between perceived relevame and 

attitudes towards switcbmg. Since this was the first stwiy in which perceived relevance 

was measured via a scale, the unexpected resuhs may be an indication that nirther 

constnict developmnt of perceived relevance is needed. An additional confound could be 

the use of a proxy for m d g  perceived nlevance. These concems may be partiy 

answered if perceived devance was manipuiated in a controlled experiment and than the 

effects between Service quaiity and attitudes were noted. If the results from the -ment 

tum out to be as hypothesized in th is  study, there is a m g  likeLihood that the measure of 

perceived re1evance employed in this study was a poor one. In such a case, direct rather 

than proxy measures of perceived relevance n a d  to be developed and examineci. 



Cleady, an empirical examination of the proposed models in only one s e ~ c e  

setting is a limitation. Consequently, the reliability ofthe resuhs from this study could be 

enhanced by empindy examining other settings of savice switching. Lovelock's (1983) 

classincation of seMces rnight offer some potentiai in thÏs regard. The classification has 

important implications for researchers in the area of seNices marketing. Research efforts 

directed at any area of seMces marketing should explicitly incorporate the nature of the 

s e ~ c e  that is being researched. Lovelock (1983, p. 20) provides rationaie for such an 

argument 

These classification schemes shouid also be of d u e  to researchers to 
whom tbey offer an altemtive to either bmsd - brush into seMces or 
an indusity - by - hQsvy appach ïnstead, they suggest a vari* of 
new ways of fooking at service bosiaesses, each of which may offer 
oppoctuaïties for focused reseatch &or&. 

Hence, Lovelock's classification schemes might be used as fiarneworks to identitjl 

potential settings in which fùrther examination of the mode1 needs to be carried out. 

Lady, the resuIts of this midy may be limited to the extent ofthe non-response bias 

present in the data. Since a response rate of only mund 100/o was obtained for the final 

study, it may be argued that there are systemtic di&xences between the respondents and 

non-respondents. One logical dEerence between the two groups could the ciifference in 

the mean levels of satisfàction. Hence, people who were less satisfied and had been 

considering switching service providers as a viable option might be more inclined to 

respond. However, a cursory examination of the mean satishction level for the 

respondents does not seem to support this proposition. A mean of 5.1 1 on a 7 point d e  



is suggestive of higher level of satisfaction than average. This study is limitecl in the 

availability of additional data for evaiuating systematic merences between respondents 

and non-respondents. Future research shodd choose research settings in which such 

evaluations may be possible. 

These avenues for fùture endeavors are but a few examples of the types ofreçearch 

that can foilow from this study. This first attempt at understanding the phenomenon of 

customer switching in the services industry offers the potential for a sustained Stream of 

research It is hoped that subsequent research on this phenomenon wiil ultimately result in 

a full fledged theory of customer swïtching in the services indu- Since world 

economies are increasingly becoming service basad, and since customer retention is the 

key to the s u ~ v a i  of s e ~ c e  organizations, pure and applied research is increasingiy 

needed to enhance our understanding of this phenomenon 

9.7 Conclusioos 

In conclusion, this dissertation presents a mode1 of customer switching behavior in 

the services industry. &en the financial implications of customer switching for the s e ~ c e  

providers and the paucity of research in this critical uea, this dissertation contributes by 

b ~ g i n g  in knowledge from diverse streams to enhance our understanding of this 

phenomenon Since this dissertation is one of the d y  attempts at understanding 

switching behavior fiom a customer's perspective, additional fàctors and their 

interrelationships that Mght Muence a customer's decision ruaking in the wntext of 

switching s e ~ c e  providers need to be identifieci and explored. This affiords nurnerous 

opporturiities for fimire investigations into this sctiting and unexploreci area. It is hoped 



that subsequent research on this phenomenon wiii ultimately result in a hl1 fledged theory 

of customer switching in the seMces industry. 
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1 am a Ph.D. candidate in the School of Business at Queen's University. I am 
proposing a marketing thesis in service switching behavior. My supervisor is Prof. S. 
Taylor in the School of Business. 

1 am requesting your participation in a study of service switching behavior. This is 
a pretest to establish reliable scales to be used in measuring différent constructs associateci 
with a theoretical model. For the purposes ofmy thesis 1 need to test this model by using a 
valid survey instrument. This is a pretest version of my survey. It is likely that the firtal 
survey wiii consist of fewer questions than the pretest because the pretest should nIter out 
unreliable measUres. 

Of course, your replies are coddential and anonymous. Please take the time to fil1 
in this pretest and retum it to me through campus mail by Febnmry 13, 19%. My mail box 
is in room Durming 1 I 1. If need be, I cm aiso arrange for a personal pick up 601x1 your 
office. Iust call me at 545-2377. The number of sumys that have been distniuted is 
limited. Therefore although your participation is cornpletely voluntary it is aiso essentiai to 
the process ofdeveloping my Ph-D. dissertation The swey shouid not take more than 15 
minutes of your t h e  to complete. Since this is a pretest, comments andor suggestions on 
any aspect of the questionnaire are wehme. A separate sheet marked "Comments and 
Suggestions" is provideci at the end of the questionnaire for this purpose. 

I th& you very much for your wüiingness to participate in the pretest. Xfyou have 
any concerns, questions or are arranging for a personal pick up, 1 can be reached at: 

My çupeMsor can also be reached at: 

Phone: 545-2369 

Harvir S. B d  
PhD. Candidate 
School of Business 



In the enclosed questionnaire, we would like you to thuik about your experiences as a 
patron of a bank that you are w r d y  using. 

Which Bank are you diinking of? (Choose only one) 

Note 1: For the purpose of this su-, we di this bank YMy Bankn 

In addition, pick one of the seMces that you currently use at 'My Bank" and m e r  dl 
questions with that s e ~ c e  in miid. Examples ofsuch s e ~ c e s  are mortgages, chequuig 
accounts, loaw, GICs, tenn deposits, etc. 

What Service have you picked? 



Fint we w d d  üke to katm somt dyour perccptioas .bwt "My Bank". For eadu rtrteœnt 
pkrsc c ide  the nuaiber thrt bcd deacribts ymr mpome ta tk st.tcaient, TbRm arc ao wroag or 
right mswcrs - AU we am iatcfwted ia W r nurnbcr tbrt bcst rborrs your pcrmptioew rboal %y 

Al. 

A2. 

A3. 

A4 

A5. 

A6. 

A7. 

"My Bank" has upto-date equiequipment. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Strongly 
-grec 

"My Bank's" physicai facilities are v i d y  appealing 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Sttongîy 
mgree 

"My Bank'sn employees are weli dressed and appear neat. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Smngiy 



Overali, 1 consider "My Bank's" service to be excellent 

"My Bank" provides its seMces at the time it promises to & so. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
S m n g i ~  Sîrongiy 
Disagree 

"My Bank" keeps it's records accuntely. 

Employees o f  'My Bruikn tell it's cmomers &y when services wiU h prfo- 

Employas at "My Bank's" give mc prompt service.. 

EmpIoyees of "My Bankn are always wiUing to help customers. 

1 can trust employees of "My Bank". 

1 can fiel safe in my transactions with "My Bank'sn employees- 



"My Bank" bas employees who give me pemnal attention. 

Employees of "My Bank" are polite. 

Employas of "My Bankw are too busy to m p n d  to customer ceqwts  pomptiy. 

Employees get adequate support from "My Bankw to do theu jobs weU. 

"My E h &  gives me individual attention 

Employees of "l@ Bankw understand what my specinc needs are. 

"My Bank" bas my best interests at heart. 

' M y  Bank" has operating hours convenient to al1 it's customers. 

I beLievc that the general quality of "My Bank'sn service is low 



For eacb jtitcmcnt, p k u c  circk the numbtr tbrt b a t  rcfkcts yaur feelings Tacm i re  ao 
wmog or right rnsiren - Al1 ne art interrrlad in is r number tbat bat sborrs your f- rbart tbt 
seAct p d d e d  by uMy Bmk? 

BI 

BI* 

Blb. 

Blc 

B l d  

B k  

Overall . how do you feet about the service provideci to you by "My Bank". 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Do a poor Joô ûo  a good Job 

For each d the fo lhng two strtemeats p k u c  circle a number tbat besî indiCrtes your 
response to tbe staicment.. Ilne& ire no wroog or-rigbt m e r s  - AU ne am inttruted in is a 
aumber th! best rdkcts ymr pemqths.  

82. The quality of "My Bank's* senice is generally 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very Poor Excellent 

B3. In my decision to purchase the seMces of "My Bank", I think I niade a 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Poor Choiœ Wise Choiœ 



Cl. 

Cl& 

Clb. 

Clc. 

Cld. 

Cle, 

Clf- 

a. 

c3- 

c4. 

CS. 

For me, switching h m  tbe "ib@ Bank" to a "New Bank" would be 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
A Bad ldea A Good ldea 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Foolish Wise 

m e  who influence my behavior wwld approve of my switching b m  "My Bank" to a "New 
Bank" 

For me switchùig h m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank" would be 

if I wanted to, 1 cwld easily switch h m  W y  Ejank" to a "New Ba&' 

H m  much conml Q you have over switching fiom "My Bank" to a "New Bankn? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Ab6olutely Cornpiete 
No Control Control 



C6. Most peopie who are important in my life wouid approve of my switching fiom "My Bank" to a 
"New Bankw 

CI. The number of events -& my conml which d d  prevent me fiam switching h m  "My 
Bank" to a "New Bank" are 

C8. i belicve that I have the cesources and the ability to switch h m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank". 

Cg. 1 believe that switching h m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank" wouid take a lot of the and effOrt 

Clo. AU things mnsidereû, switching h m  "My Bank" to a "New Baak" is not a ciifIIcuit proposition 
for me 

C11. For me, switching h m  the "My Bank" to a -New Ela&'' is an idea that 1 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ûislike Like 

C12. 1 f#ie very high barriers in switching h m  "My Ea&" to a "New Bank" 



Non WC would like to teü w about your intcatioas to the ideatified service from "My 
Bankw to a YNcw Bankw. Pkut circk tbe aumber thrt bca dcscribcs your rasrrer to tâe statemcnt.. 
The# are no wroag or rigbt anmers - AU nt art intemtcd in is a amber tbrt bcst RClccts your 
intent. 

Dl. 

Dla. 

Dlb. 

Dlc. 

Dld 

D2. 

Rate the pmbebility that you would switch h m  "My Bankw to a "New Baiik" ifyou aeeded 
similar setvices again. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
No Chance Ceriain 

In the next few ye;us . I intend to do less business with "My Bank" 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extrcmely Extremely 
Uniikeiy Likeiy 



Non WC wodd l i  to mit par about tbc d o m  you takc or migbt take in communkati~~g 
your perceptions of the qodity of- identifid scrviec providtd by the reievaat bank Pkwt c i d e  
a number @bat but  dcsribes ymr  mpowe to the stat~ll~llt.. Tkre air M, wmag or dght rnswcn - 
AI1 we are intccuted ia is a aambcr târt ka sdkcts yaur ~cspoast, 

El. 

E2. 

E3. 

E4. 

ES. 

m. 

I iake every opportwuty to communioite my opinions about the quality of service of "My Bank" 
to employees of "My Baak". 

I take every opportun@ to commwummwucaie my opinions about the quality of seMœ of "My Bank" 
to people who are important to me. 

if I switched h m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank", I would take the opportun& to communicate my 
opinion on the quality of sem-ce provideci by "My Bank" to the emplayees of "My Bank". 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
me Extrernely 
Unlikeiy Likely 

if I switched m m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank", I w d d  take the 0rnfhuiity to communicate my 
opinion on the quality of service mded by "My Bankw to people important to me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Exuemeiy Extremely 
Unlikely Likeiy 

if1 switched fiom the 'My EhW to a "New Bank", 1 would take the opportunity to ~ommunicate 
my opinion on the quaiity of service provided by "My Bank" to the employees of "New Bankn. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
E-mety Extremely 
iinlikely LibSl 

if 1 switched front the "My BanK' ta a "New Bank", 1 would take tbe opporainity to communicate 
my opinion on the quality of SecYice pruvided by "New Ba& ta the empioyees of "New Bank". 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremeiy Extremely 
U&iy Likely 



E7- if I switched h m  "My Bank" to a "New BanK', I wouid take the ogpxtdty to coamunicate my 
opinion on the @y of semœ provided by the "Nw Bank" to peopie imporiant to me, 



E'3. What is the highest level of ediication that you bave completed? (Please Circle) 

1. did not complete high school 
2. high schoot grarduate 
3. techtu'cai or community cuiiege graduate 
4- undergraduate Uaiversitydegree 
5. post-graduate University &gree 

F4, Which of the foiiowing petsonai incorne brackets do you fdl in? (Please Circle) 

F5. Which of the foilowing household income brackets do you f d  in? (Please Circle) 

Tbiak you very much for your participation. Plcase turn the page for any 
additional commcnts andlor suggestions you have reyding this suivey. 





Service Ouditv 

Final Statistics: 
VUi8Mc comniun8uty frlor E l p v *  P c t o f V u  CmnPcr 
-48 .80838 1 219812 73.3 753 
A24 60824 
02 -78 150 

Satisfaction 

BIA 
61 B 
BIC 
B1D 
BIE 
03 

Factor Mat& 
factor 1 

BI A .94340 
B1B .a7199 
BIC -94805 
B1D .84366 
BIE 90935 
83 38457 

Final Statistics: 
V8rhMt Coniniriiohr Factor P c t d V u  thut Pct 
BIA .89000 1 4.87032 81.2 813 
BI6  
BIC 
BID 
BtE 
83 



CollllPlJity F w r  Eiguwaioe Pct d V u  Cbn Pct 
-58561 1 4.28382 53.5 53.5 
-63679 2 130450 18.8 72.4 
-7583 1 
-83817 
,79350 
.?a90 
-7 1292 
-70213 

Rotated Factor Matrix: 
F.ctot 1 Fiaor 2 

C3 
C4 
CIO 
CI2 
C9 

Subiective Noms 

Fiaai Statistics: 
V.ifibk fi.nmirmon Fw(or EJgemvJw Pet dV.r  Cbi P a  



C IA 
CIE3 
ClC 
CID 
C 1E 
C1F 
CI 1 

Rdiability Cacîiiaaie 7iiairs 

Factor Matfi:. 
ClA 
CIE 
C LC 
CID 
CIE 
C1F 
Cl  1 

Final Statistics: 
Viri*bk 
CIA 
C1B 
CIC 
CID 
CIE 
CIF 
CI L 

DIA 
DIB 
D1C 
Dl D 
M 

Rdiability Cadficicmls S i t a n s  

DIA 
Dl B 
DIC 
DID 

DIA 
DIB 
D1C 
DID 



Final Statistics: 
vuI.blt CollllllmWty F r b r  P e t d V u  h Pct 

.78?54 1 330305 50.0 50.0 

.4 1550 2 1.416% 2 0 1  703 
-81568 
-88928 
362 17 
-76725 
-88260 

Rotated Factor Matrix: 
F r b r  1 

E7 -93868 
€4 -9249 1 
E2 .6 103 1 
E5 -5 1973 



vubbk 
A8 
A24 
BIA 
BIS 
BIC 
BLD 
BIE 
B2 
83 
CIO 
CI 1 
CI2 
C9 
E7 
E6 
ES 
E4 
E3 
E2 
E I 
CIA 
CIB 
C LC 
CID 
CIE 
C1F 
C2 
C3 
C4 
CS 
C6 
C7 
C8 
D LA 
DIB 
D1C 
DID 



Rotateâ Factor Matrix: 

Fmctorl Factor2 
DIA 
DIB 
CIA 
CI 1 
DlD 
CIF 
CIE 
CIC 
CIE 
CID 
D IC 

B1A 
BIC 
As 
En 
BIE 
BI B 
BI D 
83 

C3 
CIO 
C4 
Cl2 
C9 

C7 
C8 
CS 
CZ 
C6 

€2 
€4 
€7 

E 1 
E3 
E6 
A24 

ES 



Pct or VU* Cbn Pct 
48.3 483 
10.2 58.4 
8.8 67.2 
5.6 72.9 

Factor Scree Plot 

Factor Number 



Factor M a t h  For SERVPERF 

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 



Date: dd/mm/ 1996 
School of Business 
Queen's University 

Phone (613) 545 6000 Ext. 5185 
Fax# (613) 545 2325 

Respondent's Name 
Respondent's Address 

Dear Respondent: 

1 am requesting your participation in a study of consumer attitudes and perceptions of the 
s e ~ c e  provided to you by your bank with respect to your mortgage. Your name was 
drawn fiom a lin provided to me by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
(CMHC). 

1 am a PbD. student in the School of Business at Queen's University. This research is 
essential for Wfilling requirements of my Ph.D. program; thus your participation would be 
greatly appreciated. 

You will be asked to read some brief instructions in various sections and to complete a 
munber ofquestions. It is expected that you will require no more than 15 minutes to 
complete the susuey. Participation in this study is completely voluntaiy. Ifyou agree to 
help me with the project, please retum the completed survey through mail using the pre- 
paid retum envelope provided to you It wül be neçessary for me contact you after the 
date of renewal of your mortgage and ascectalli ifyou bave switched to another bank. 
Thus I ask for your name and phone number at the end of the survey. 

Please complete this survey prior to r e n m i n ~  vour mortnilpe. Once 1 have teceiveci 
your completed survey, 1 wül enter your name in a draw to win a cash prke of S2SO. The 
draw will take place on October 1, 1996 and the winner will be contacted by mail. 

Your responses will be strictly codidential. No one else wili have access to your individual 
responses. Your identity WU not be discloseci in any published or unpublished findings of 
the study. 

I hope that you appreciate how important is it to me that you participate. Ifyou require 
additionai information, you rnay contact me via phone or fax. 

H S. Bansal 
Ph-D. Student 
School of Business 



Section A 
Pkrsrcompktcthcfdlcnring questions 

Al. Taiay's Date 

At. Date of r e m  of your mortgage 
(/frou cutrently hold more than one mortgage. piease refit- to the higher value mortgage) 

A3. Name of your bank with which you hoid Chis mortgage 

Note 1: For the purpose of this aumy, n e  CU this bank Y M y  Bankn 

Note 2: The questions in this survey might appear repetitive at tima. However, it is 
important that you cornpletc the survey in its entirety. Thanks for your coopcration 
in this regard. 

Section B 

in this section. ~lease date  vour anmers siiecifidlv to emerhces witb naieçt to the 
mortnaze tbat  OU have witb aiKy Bank". 

Fimt 1 w d d  likt to lrnorr somt 01 your perccptitnu about @My Buikm. For each statemeat 
please eirck the -ber tbat b a t  dcacrih your rrspoasc to the stdtaicat. For cunipk, Y yoo 
strongîy rgree with r strtcmcnt, chle  7; ïfyou m e r  rigrct aor &mgme, circk 4, etc. There are 
no wrwg or rigbt m e i l s  AU I am iaterwted in is r amber tbat b a t  shows your prceptions 
about @My Bankw. 

B2. "My Bank's" physicai facilities are visually appealing 



m. 

B4. 

BS. 

56. 

B7. 

B8- 

B9. 

B10. 

"My Bank's" employees are weii drrJred and lppar neat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongiy strongty 
Disagree 

The a p p a m œ  of the physicai faMlities of "My EbF is in keeping with the type of seMce 
pmvided 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Smn@y Siron& 
Disagree Ag= 

When "My Bank" promiss to do somdhing by a ceirain t i m ~  it does so. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Smneiy 
Disagree 

When 1 have pobiems, 'My Badf  is sympaktic and rrassuring 

"My Ba&' is dependable. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Smngiy 
Disagree 

Overall, 1 consï&r "My Bank's" service to be excellent. 

"My Banlr" provides its services at the time it promises to do so. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Smngiy 
Disagree 

"My Bank" keeps it's records accuratefy. 



BI 1. 

Bl2. 

613. 

B I 4  

BIS. 

B16. 

B17, 

BIS. 

B19. 

Employees of "My Bankw tell its custome~~ e.YaCtly when seMces will be perfofmed 

Empioyees at "My Bank" glve me prompt senrie- 

Employees of "My Bank' are always willùig to help custorners. 

I can feel safe in my transactions with "My Bank'sn employees- 

"My Bank" has empIayees who gim me personai attention 

Emplayees of "My Bank" are polite. 

1 believe tbu employea get aâequate support h m  'My Bank" to cb theirpta weIi. 



BZO. 

021. 

822. 

BU. 

124. 

"My Bank" gim me individuai attention. 

Empioyees of "My Bank" un&rsiand what my sl#cinc rmds are. 

"My Bankw has my best inierests at heart. 

"My Bank" has operaihg hours convenient to me. 

believe that the general quality of "My Bank's" seMœ is iow. 

Section C 

la tbb section. o k s e  date  vaur m e r s  jaccificrllv to esneriences with remect to the 
modggge t h t  vou b.vc with "Mv B.akn. 



Cl& 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Theydoaprlob They do a gooâ lob 

For cacb & tbe fdtcMiag trro strtcmcnts, pkrsc c i d e  i number tbat but iadiutcs your 
tespoiwe to the aatcmcbt.. Tbcrc am no wroag or right aomcrs Al1 1 am interesteci in is a number 
tbat relkcts your pemptions . 
C2. ï h e  quality ofUMy Bank's" service with respect to my mortgage is geaerally 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very Poor Exceiieat 

C3. Cn my decision to take out a mortgage wïth "My Bank", 1 think 1 made a 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Poor Choie Wise Choice 

Section D 

Non 1 would like to know bon you w d d  fcd abtmt dtcbim vaut m o m  from 'My 
Bank" to a YNew Bankw at your remmai date Pkwc c i d e  the number tbat best describes your 
nqnmc to tbe statenmt. The* îur no wroag or right illmers, AU I am intcrrstcd in is r number 
tbat best sbws your perceptions .bout tüfferent aspects ofswitchine vmr mortptpc from UMy 
Bank". 

Di. For me, switchittg my mortgage fiom "My Bank" to a "New Baak" would be 
(Pkrse anmer dl beloff) 

D l c  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Hannfiil Beneficial 

D l d  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Foolish Wise 



People who influence my behavior muid appove of my switchùig my mortgage fnnn "My 
Bank" to a "New Eh&". 

For me switchiug my mortgage h m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank" would be 

If 1 wanted to, 1 could eiWy switch my rnortgge h m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank". 

How much oontml do you have over switching your mortgage h m  "My Bank" to a "New 
Bank"? 

Most people who are important in my Life would appwe ofswitching my mortgage h m  "My 
Bank" to a "New Bank". 

The nurnber of ewnts outsi& my control which wwld prevent me h m  switching my mongage 
fmm "My 8aak" to a "New Bank" are 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Very Few Numefous 

1 believe that 1 have the tesoutces and the ability to switch my mortgage h m  "My Ela&' to a 
"New Bank". 



I believe that switchiag my mortgage fiom %y Ba&' to a "Ncw Eh&" wouid take a lot of time 
and effort, 

AU thiags amsidered, switching my mortmge h m  "My Bankn to a "New Elad? is not a 
di8licult proposition @r me. 

For me. switching my mortgage h m  "My BaW to a "New Bank" is an idea that [ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ûislike Like 

I have a lot of experience in switching barirss for my mortgages. 

1 hce very hi@ bamers in swïtching my mortgage h m  "My Banli" to a "New Bank". 

Section E 

Now, p h  tell me about your intentions to &ch gour mortgage lrom uMy Bank" to a 
'New Bank* at your mncwal date P k w t  circk the numbcr tîut best descriùes your urswef to tbe 
statement. Tbtn are no wmng or right rnswers Ai1 1 am intemted in is t aumber tbit best 
reflects your iatcnt. 

E 1. 
YOW 

Et& 

El b. 

Elc. 

Eld. 

Rate the pmbbiüiy that you would switch your mortgage h m  "My Bank" to a "New Bank" at 
renewal Qre- (Pkut u m e r  di bdow) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Unlikely Likely 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
-e Robable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Impossi~e Possiile 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
No Cbanœ Certain 



Fl. 

m. 

F3, 

F4. 

F'S. 

F6. 

1 have co-caîed my opnions about the @ty ofsem-ce of  "My Bankn to employas (either 
sîat€or manageaient) o f  "My Bank? 

1 have cbmmunicated my opinions about the quality of s e ~ œ  of "My Bankn to people who arc 
important to me. 

if 1 switched m .  mortgage h m  "My Bank* to a "New Bank", 1 wodd take the opgurtunity to 
communicate my opinion on the @ty of sem-œ provided by "My Bank" to the empioyees 
(either sta€€ or management) ofUMy Baak". 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
m e @  Exzremely 
Unlikely Likeiy 

If 1 switched my mortmge h m  "My i3ank" to a "New Eh&", 1 d d  take the opgattunity to 
communicaîe my opinion on the quaüty of se~-ce provideci by "My Bank" to people important 10 
me. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremely Eutremeiy 
Uniikely Likely 

ff 1 switched my mortgage h m  the "My Bank" to a "New Bank", 1 would take the opportunity to 
communicate my opnion on the quality o f s c ~ c e  pnMded by "W Bank" to the empioyees 
(either Stan or management) of"New Bank? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Extremely E.utremeIy 
Unlikely Likely 

If1 switched my mongage h m  the "My Bank" to a "New Ba&, I would iake the appoihuiity to 
cummunicate my opinion on tk quality ofsenke ptovided by "New BanIf to the empioyees 
(eiîher &or management) of "New Bankn. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ExtremeIy Extremely 
Uniikely Likely 



FI, if 1 switched my mongage h m  ̂My Bank* io a "New Banif, 1 wouid !ake the qprtunity to 
clommunicak my opinion on the quality of senke pwided by the "New Bank" to people 
inprîant to me. 

G1. 

G2. 

G3. 

a. 

GS. 

Cd. 

G7. 

Section G 

FSadiy, 1 w d d  iike to a& r fm qucstioas about you for stath&d purpues wly. 

YOM sex? M F (Please Circle) 

Your age? Y-- 

What is the highest Iwel of education that you have cornpletai? 

1. did not complete high school 
2, high school graduate 
3. technical or community coliege graduate 
4. undergraduate uaiversity ckgree 
5- post-graduate University degree 

Which of the following personai uicome brackets do you Mi in? 

Which of the foiiowing household income brackets do you fidi in? 

(Please Circle) 

(Please Circle) 

(Please Circle) 

Your Name 

Your Phone number (witb a m  code please) 

Thmk you very mucb for your participation. P!ease tum the page for 8ay 
additiond comments andfor suggestions you bave rcguding tbis survey. 



Comments and Suggestions 



Tdt~hont Interview Protocol 

HeUo, my name is Harvir Band, - 1 am a Ph-D. candidate at Queen's University in 
Kingston 

I sent you a survey about Mortgage switching a couple months ago. 

Thank you for filling in the survey 

You gave me your telephone number and 1 am phoning to confirm with you whether you 
have switched banks for your mortgage? 

Could you give me an ovemding reason for switcchùighot-switchbg? 

My 1st question is which bank now holds your mortgage?14 

Thank you very much for your cooperation 1 will not be contacthg you again. 

1s there anything you'd like to ask me about this research? 

Thanks again and good-bye. 

l4 This question was ody asked h m  respondents wbo had switched baak for their mortgage. 
1 83 



Demofn~hic Profile Charts 

Respondent Prolile by Age 
"s 

4Jt 
Respondent Pr& by €ducationai Lenl  



Service Oualitv 

Factor Ma*: 
rndh&m Frrw 1 

Final Statistics: 
cndbtam C- Ficbr Eigemvrtw Pet d V i r  C m  Pct 
024 -752 10 1 2.40378 80.1 80.1 

Sale Summarv 

Factor Matrix: 
rndkatom 
CIA 
C l 6  
CIC 
CID 
CIE 
C3 

Final Statistics: 
bdbtom 
CIA 
Cl6 
CIC 
CID 
CIE 
C3 

Scale Summarv 
Indk.lorr Salt M m  

C I  A 25 3749 
CIB 25.491 7 
ClC 2S 3784 
CID 25.4447 
C1E 25.6368 
C3 25 532 1 



Final Statistics: 
MCaton Coriunmmüty Fdar Eigem8k P a  o t V u  Ciin Pet 
0 3  -71 485 1 4.09823 51.2 51.2 

Scale Summary 

pswc 11 
lndiaton ScrkMan 



Factor Matris: 
bacmtom 
02 
D6 

Final Statistics: 
[ndkdors C- Factor Ellaw& Pct d V u  Cam Pct 

Scaie Summiw 
Indkrloir Scdt M m  

Factor Matris: 
uidbtors 
DIA 
DIB 
D1C 
DI D 
DIE 
D 1 F 
D 12 

Finai Statistics; 

)1A 
116 
11C 
11 D 
11E 
)IF 
112 

Attitude Towads Switching 

DIA 
DIB 
DIC 
DID 
DIE 
DIF 
Dl2 

cmn Pct 
84.6 



Switcbinn Inttntioas 

m Frtor 1 
EIA 94682 
EIB -95725 
E1C -80371 
€ID -94884 

Final Statistics: 
~mdt.irnm ComnimmMfy Fvbr Ugœwdat P a  of V u  Ciia Pa 
El A -89647 1 335904 84.0 84.0 
ElB -91632 
E IC -64595 
EID .90030 

Scafe Summay 
lndiatom Sak Meun 

E1A I 1.8518 29.6355 -8979 
EIB 1 1.6458 30.2378 -9187 
EIC 10.240 1 37.4219 -6853 
E1D 1 13 145 33.1 115 -9035 

Factor  mat^: 
Indleitoill 
D9 
DI3 

Habit - 

Finai Statistics: 
lndhhm CaaMililty FWor Eigawdœ P c t d V u  CmnPct 
D9 .67471 t 134943 67.5 67.5 
Dl3 .67471 



Rotated Factor Mat* 
Inlirrbrr F r b r  1 
n -8 1474 

Finai Statistics: 
Lndiacor, 
F 1 
FZ 
R 
F4 
FS 
F6 
F7 

C- Factor Eipadoc Pct d V a r  Cirr Pct 
31891 1 332060 503 503 
.il8145 2 1.01243 143 64.8 
.67757 
.70217 
.67459 
-68045 
-59389 





Covariance Matrix Used for Estimatinn the Structurai Moâels 






